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a b s t r a c t
To date, methods used to disambiguate inventors in the United States Patent and Trademark Ofﬁce
(USPTO) database have been rule- and threshold-based (requiring and leveraging expert knowledge)
or semi-supervised algorithms trained on statistically generated artiﬁcial labels. Using a large, hand-
disambiguated set of 98,762 labeled USPTO inventor records from the ﬁeld of optoelectronics consisting
of four sub-samples of inventors with varying characteristics (Akinsanmi et al., 2014) and a second large,
hand-disambiguated set of 53,378 labeled inventor records corresponding to a subset of academics in the
life sciences (Azoulay et al., 2012), we provide the ﬁrst supervised learning approach for USPTO inventor
disambiguation. Using these two sets of inventor records, we also provide extensive evaluations of both
our algorithm and three examples of prior approaches to USPTO disambiguation arguably representative
of the range of approaches used to-date. We show that the three past disambiguation algorithms we
evaluate demonstrate biases depending on the feature distribution of the target disambiguation popu-
lation. Both the rule- and threshold-based methods and the semi-supervised approach perform poorly
(10–22% false negative error rates) on a random sample of optoelectronics inventors – arguably the clos-
est of our sub-samples to what might be expected of the majority of inventors in the USPTO (based on
disambiguation-relevant metrics). The supervised learning approach, using random forests and trained
on our labeled optoelectronics dataset, consistentlymaintains error rates below 3% across all of our avail-
able samples. We make public both our labeled optoelectronics inventor records and our code to build
supervised learningmodels anddisambiguate inventors (see http://www.cmu.edu/epp/disambiguation).
Our code also allows users to implement supervised learning approaches with their own representative
labeled training data.
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND
license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction
Disambiguation, or the process of linking records of unique
individuals or entities within a single data source, is a subset
of the broader “Record Linkage” ﬁeld, which is generally used
to link records of unique individuals or entities across multiple
data sources. In 1969, Ivan Fellegi and Alan Sunter introduced the
ﬁrst mathematical model for record linkage (Fellegi and Sunter,
1969); this model is still the basis for many of the most common
approaches to record linkage used today. In the ﬁeld of technol-
ogy, innovation, and entrepreneurship (TIE), record linkage and
disambiguation are used to link records of assignees (the compa-
nies, organizations, individuals, or government agencies to which
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a patent is assigned) and, notably, to link records of inventors in
the United States Patent and Trademark Ofﬁce (USPTO) database.
However, many USPTO disambiguation approaches fail to take
advantage of the latest methodological advancements in statis-
tics, such as adaptations of the Fellegi and Sunter (1969) approach
for record linkage (e.g. Fleming et al., 2007; Lai et al., 2009). More
importantly, many existing USPTO inventor disambiguation algo-
rithms often use ad hoc weights, thresholds, and decision rules to
determine which records should be linked (e.g. Lai et al., 2009)
instead of leveraging information from “labeled inventor records,”
or USPTO inventor records for which the true identity of the
inventor is known, during disambiguation. Such approaches may
introduce prevalent and systematic errors in the disambiguation
results, which might be avoided by leveraging information from
labeled inventor records.
Using two sets of labeled USPTO inventor records from differ-
ent scientiﬁc and institutional contexts (98,762 records from the
ﬁeld of optoelectronics consisting of four sub-samples of inventors
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.respol.2014.12.010
0048-7333/© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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with varying characteristics (Akinsanmi et al., 2014) and 53,378
records corresponding to superstar academics in the life sciences
with patents (Azoulay et al., 2012)), we make two contributions
to the TIE ﬁeld and the USPTO inventor disambiguation literature.
First, we evaluate three commonly used inventor disambiguation
approaches (Fleming et al., 2007; Lai et al., 2009, 2014), arguably
representative of the range of approaches used to disambiguate
USPTO inventors to-date, to determine the rates of false positive
and false negative errors in their disambiguation results. These
three approaches include two examples of unsupervised, rule-
and threshold-based approaches: The ﬁrst, Fleming et al. (2007),
is similar also to past approaches such as those by Singh (2005)
and Jones (2005). The second, Lai et al. (2009), is similar also
to past approaches such as those by Trajtenberg et al. (2006),
Lissoni et al. (2006), and Miguelez and Gomez-Miguelez (2011).
We also evaluate one semi-supervised learning algorithm trained
on statistically generated artiﬁcial labels, Lai et al. (2014). Sec-
ond, we contribute the ﬁrst supervised learning approach to the
USPTO inventor disambiguation problem. Here, we build and eval-
uate statistical classiﬁcation models for inventor disambiguation
using information from the labeled inventor records to inform
the algorithm. We then compare the disambiguation results of
the best-performing classiﬁcation model to the unsupervised and
semi-supervised approaches described above. For the purposes of
this study, we consider false negative errors and false positive
errors to be equally unfavorable in the results of any disambigua-
tion algorithm, though there are some contexts where one type of
error may be favorable to the other (Fegley and Torvik, 2013). We
deﬁne a splitting metric to assess false negatives where a single
inventor is “split” into multiple inventor IDs, and a lumping met-
ric to assess false positives where multiple inventors are “lumped”
into one inventor ID. Our goal is to consistently achieve a balance of
both low splitting errors and low lumping errors across the range of
labeled sub-samples with different disambiguation features avail-
able to us. Here, consistent performance across contexts is equally
important to balance, as a disambiguation algorithm that performs
inconsistently across contexts would provide results that suggest
differences across, for example, institutional or industrial contexts
(or particular types of inventors) that are created by the disam-
biguation algorithm rather than being a reality in the original data.
To summarize,we choose to pursue consistency across contexts and
balanced splitting and lumping in the interest of pursuing the most
generally useful disambiguation results across the wide range of
research questions and contexts that might be explored using the
data, rather than optimizing the results to what might be most
useful to a particular context or question.
While the three past disambiguation algorithms we evaluate
perform well in certain contexts, they perform inconsistently (e.g.
demonstrate biases) across contexts depending on the feature dis-
tribution of the target disambiguation population. We ﬁnd that the
Fleminget al. (2007)hashigh splitting rateswhenevaluatedagainst
both the optoelectronics (OE) and the academic life sciences (ALS)
labeled datasets. Lai et al. (2009) (based on publicly posted results
where the algorithm is run on the full USPTO) relatively accurately
disambiguates the set of academics in the life scienceswithpatents,
but continues to display high splitting rates for disambiguating
optoelectronic inventors. An important difference between the OE
and ALS datasets is that in the ALS dataset, inventors appear to
submit relatively consistent information to the USPTO (something
we hypothesize may be more likely for academics and non-mobile
inventors), include their middle initial, and are primarily U.S.-
based. In contrast, in theoptoelectronics dataset,middlenames and
otherﬁelds are frequentlymissing, and theproportionofU.S. inven-
tors is (as in the full USPTO) only approximately half of all inventors
in the sample, making it more difﬁcult to disambiguate. The semi-
supervised Lai et al. (2014) algorithm (again, based on publicly
posted results where the algorithm is run on the full USPTO) at
ﬁrst appears to outperform all other inventor disambiguation algo-
rithms, including slightly outperforming our supervised learning
approach, when evaluated on the full optoelectronics and the full
academic life sciences datasets. However, when we unpack the
performance of the rule- and threshold-based methods and the
semi-supervised Lai et al. (2014) algorithm on individual subsets of
theOEdatasetweonce again ﬁnd that they performs inconsistently
across contexts: Speciﬁcally, they perform particularly poorly on a
critical subset of the optoelectronic database – our random sam-
ple of optoelectronics inventors – which is arguably the closest
of our sub-samples to what might be expected of the majority
of inventors in the USPTO (based on measurable disambiguation-
relevant metrics). Here, these algorithms yield splitting rates from
10% (the Lai et al. (2014) semi-supervised approach) to over 20%
(the (Fleming et al., 2007) rule- and threshold-based approach). In
contrast, the supervised learning approach, using random forests
(Breiman, 2001) trained on the OE dataset, consistently maintains
error rates below 3% across all of our available samples, including
the random sample of optoelectronic inventors.
Our results suggest it important for the TIE ﬁeld to continue to
pursue disambiguation approaches that are consistent across dis-
ambiguation contexts with varying features. We also show that to
assess past theoretical work using the disambiguated results from
the algorithms evaluated in this paper or other algorithms with
similar approaches, it will be important to look at the suitability of
the research contexts and questions to the chosen disambiguation
approach’s respective strengths and weaknesses. The performance
of our algorithm on additional USPTO datasets (whether other
industrial and institutional contexts or the full USPTO database)
is inevitably limited by the features of the labeled USPTO inventor
records towhichwe had access. Incorporating labeled recordswith
useful features (including detailed information on non-matches)
from alternative samples will likely improve our random forests
algorithm’s ability to disambiguate additional USPTO datasets,
since this will allow samples of records with different features to
be represented and accounted for in our models. To continue to
improve inventor disambiguation in the USPTO and interpretation
of research leveraging the disambiguation results of past disam-
biguation algorithms, it will be important to continue to evaluate
existing and future approaches on other sets of labeled inventor
records, both to identify additional areasofpotential bias inexisting
models upon which past papers have been based and to evaluate
and improve future supervised and semi-supervised learningmod-
els used for USPTO inventor disambiguation. It is also imperative
that the ﬁeld moves towards requiring authors to publish as part of
their theoretical papers the disambiguation approach used to gen-
erate the data uponwhich the theory is built, including a discussion
of where that disambiguation approach may have biases.
Wemake public (http://www.cmu.edu/epp/disambiguation) all
code and labeled inventor records for our disambiguation pro-
cess, for use by both the USPTO research community and the
broader disambiguation and record linkage communities.1 Our
code allows users the ﬂexibility to specify their own blocking crite-
ria to support applying our algorithm to databases of different size,
build supervised learning models on their own labeled training
data representative of their target population for disambiguation,
and adjust the disambiguation results depending on their desired
prevalence of false positive and false negative matching errors (in
accordance with their particular research question). In providing
public access not only to our algorithm but also to our extensive
1 Several past authors have also released software for record linkage and disam-
biguation, including Goiser and Christen (2006), Elfeky et al. (2003), and Christen
(2008), among others.
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labeled dataset, we seek to enable research on disambiguation and
record linkage both within and beyond the USPTO context.
2. Background
Record linkage and disambiguation are key components of
any study that involves linking information across multiple data
sources or within a single data source. For example, government
databases, such as those maintained by the U.S. Census Bureau,
often have two or more records of the same individual that should
be reduced (using record linkage) to a single record for measure-
ment purposes (Winkler, 1988; Jaro, 1989).
Modern methods for record linkage and disambiguation fall
into any one of three categories: unsupervised approaches,
semi-supervised learning approaches, and supervised learning
approaches. Each of these three groups is deﬁned by the way
the algorithms use labeled records or “labeled training data” to
link records. In the context of record linkage and disambiguation,
labeled training data (also known as “labeled records” or simply
“training data”) is typically deﬁned as a subset of records (from
the database to be disambiguated) for which the corresponding
unique entities are known (and labeled). For example, in a biblio-
metric database (records of publications, titles, dates, authors, etc),
each author may be assigned some unique identiﬁcation number
(ID). Suppose we had a set of bibliometric author records for which
the author ID is included on each record, and is veriﬁed to be accu-
rate. These IDs are considered “labels” that identify the underlying
unique author, and the set of author records are considered to be a
set of labeled records.2
In the ﬁeld of TIE, record linkage and disambiguation are impor-
tant areas of research. The USPTO maintains an online database
of all patents issued in the United States. In addition to identi-
fying information about the patent, the database contains each
patents’ list of inventors and “assignees,” the companies, organi-
zations, individuals, or government agencies to which the patent
is assigned. Researchers in the ﬁeld seek to study the patenting
characteristics of these inventors and assignees in order to make
informed decisions and draw conclusions about TIE in the US and
internationally (e.g. Hall et al., 2001; Singh, 2005; Fleming et al.,
2007; Marx et al., 2009; Fleming and Singh, 2010; Akinsanmi et al.,
2014.) However, inventors and assignees in the USPTO database
are not given unique identiﬁcation numbers, making it difﬁcult
to track inventors and assignees across their patents or link their
information to other data sources. As a result, methods for dis-
ambiguating inventors and assignees in the USPTO database are
needed. Priormethodsused fordisambiguating theUSPTOare sum-
marized below in Table 1. For the remainder of this work, we focus
on the problem of inventor disambiguation in the USPTO database.
For the remainder of this paper, we call records which refer to the
same unique entity “matches” and records which refer to different
entities “non-matches.”
2.1. Unsupervised (including rule- and threshold-based)
approaches for disambiguation and record linkage
Unsupervised learning approaches leverage statistics or
machine learning techniques to try to ﬁnd hidden structure in
unlabeled records. For the purpose of this paper, we also group
approaches that use heuristics anddecision rules created byhuman
experts (used commonly to disambiguate the USPTO) under our
category of “unsupervised” approaches. In contrast to “unsuper-
vised learning” described above, these approaches do not leverage
2 Alternatively, labeled training data can be deﬁned, in record linkage and disam-
biguation contexts, as a set of record-pairs labeled as “match” or “non-match”.
statistics or machine learning techniques to try to ﬁnd hidden
structure in unlabeled data. Rather, they rely on a set of decision
rules, often involving ad hoc weights, thresholds, and heuristics, to
determine which records should be linked. Throughout the paper,
we refer to these latter type of unsupervised methods as “rule-
and threshold-based” approaches.
Fellegi and Sunter proposed the ﬁrst mathematical model for
linking records across two databases, or “bipartite record link-
age” (Fellegi and Sunter, 1969). Typically, bipartite record linkage
assumes that all records within a single data source each corre-
spond to unique entities, and that these records can be linked to
no more than one record from a secondary data source. This model
is a commonly used unsupervised approach to record linkage. The
Fellegi and Sunter (1969) model is the mathematical formalization
of the record linkage approach previously described (qualitatively,
not mathematically) by Newcombe et al. (1959) and Newcombe
and Kennedy (1962). Using Newcombe’s ideas, Fellegi and Sunter
introduce and prove a theorem for ﬁnding the optimal linkage
rule and provide two corollaries that make the theorem a practical
working tool for record linkage applications.
Within a decade of Fellegi and Sunter’s mathematical for-
malization, computer implementations of their record linkage
methodology became common, and authors began analyzing the
linkage accuracy and effectiveness of computers versus humans.
Jaro led the computerized record linkagemovement, creating “UNI-
MATCH,” a computer system for implementing the Fellegi and
Sunter (1969) record linkagemodelunder conditionsofuncertainty
for applications to the US Census Bureau (Jaro, 1978). Newcombe
and Smith (1975) showed that purely computerized duplicate
detection can more accurately identify duplicates than methods
involving both computerized procedures and manual review by
trained humans by using distributional information from the data
(e.g. relative commonness or rarity of names or locations) that
humans cannot easily compute. Winkler later showed that com-
puterized record linkage procedures can signiﬁcantly reduce the
resources needed for identifying duplicates over primarily manual
record linkage methods (Winkler, 1995).
In addition to these direct implementations, several authors
have published advances to the Fellegi–Sunter methodology.
Winkler demonstrated that the expectation maximization (EM)
algorithm can improve the calculation of weights in the
Fellegi–Sunter model (Winkler, 1988). Using a linear weighting
approach for the Fellegi–Sunter decision rules, Jaro also used the
EM algorithm for the efﬁcient calculation of weight parameters,
applyinghiswork to the 1985Census of Tampa, Florida (Jaro, 1978).
Winkler (1990) introduced new string comparison metrics that
allow for better handling of typographical errors across ﬁelds.More
recently, Sadinle and Fienberg introduce a generalization of the
Fellegi–Sunter model for linking multiple (three or more) data ﬁles
and offer a theoretical framework for situations in which bipartite
record linkage struggles due to the lack of transitivity of pairwise
matches across databases (Sadinle and Fienberg, 2013). Larsen and
Rubin (2001) use mixture models for automated record linkage of
two ﬁles. Bhattacharya and Getoor (2004) use information across
all records in tuple comparisons to enhance the accuracy of record
linkagecomparisons. Eachof these inﬂuential record linkagepapers
uses an unsupervised approach (incorporating no labeled records)
to record linkage.
Approaches building on the Fellegi–Sunter framework are not
the only unsupervised approaches to record linkage and disam-
biguation. Steorts et al. (2014) present aparametric Bayesianmodel
for simultaneous deduplication and record linkage of multiple
databases,whereusingaﬂexiblenewdata structure theyareable to
estimate the attributes of the unique observable people in the pop-
ulation, calculate k-way posterior probabilities of matches across
records, and propagate the uncertainty of record linkage into later
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Table 1
Past inventor (USPTO and EPO) disambiguation methods.
Reference Method Description Available?
Evaluated?
NBER: Hall et al. (2001, 2007) Rule &threshold String matching (assignees) Results online
Singh (2005)
Jones (2005)
Fleming et al. (2007)
Rule &threshold Exact matching, if-else
decision rules
None
Lai et al. (2009)
Trajtenberg et al. (2006)
Lissoni et al. (2006)
Miguelez and Gomez-Miguelez (2011)
Rule &threshold Fuzzy string matching
similarity scores matching
thresholds SoundEx (Traj.)
Results online (Lai)
Eval: (Traj.)
6023 Israeli invent.
Eval: (Lissoni)
Eur academ.
Eval: (M&G-M)
445 Fr. academ.
Raffo and Lhuillery (2009) Rule &threshold Compare heuristic error rates
(R&L)
Eval: (R&R)
349 Fr. academ.
Carayol and Cassi (2009) Unsupervised Bayesian (C&C) Eval: (C&C)
445 Fr. academ.
Lai et al. (2009) Semi-supervised Extension of Torvik and
Smalheiser (2009) artiﬁcial
labels
Results online
Some code
Eval: 95 star acad.
analyses. However, this Bayesian approach grows quickly in esti-
mation difﬁculty with the number of records or number of lists.
Sadinle (2014) present a different Bayesian framework for dedu-
plication and record linkage which allows for inference on the
resulting linked ﬁles. This approach, however, can only use cate-
gorical similarity measures between records, which may lead to
false negative errors when presented with common record linkage
issues (e.g. typographical errors, name variations, etc.).
In the context of the USPTO, several unsupervised approaches
exist. The National Science Foundation has funded several projects
involving linking patent data to other data sources (e.g. USPTO
assignees to Compustat in Zucker et al., 2011). However, the record
linkage and disambiguation methods applied in TIE typically do
not apply the mathematical models used in the unsupervised
approaches discussed above (e.g. Fellegi and Sunter, 1969). That
is, the methods described below often involve ad hoc weighting
schemes, decision rules, and/or thresholds for matching. Addition-
ally, many of these methods have not been evaluated for accuracy
or bias in the results, except on small hand-disambiguated sets of
labeled records in inventor disambiguation. It is important to note
that we do not discuss record linkage of USPTO inventors to other
data sources, although this problem is discussed by several authors
(Hall et al., 2007; Bessen, 2007, 2009; Thoma et al., 2010).
The ﬁrst inventor disambiguation algorithms in TIE discussed in
published work use unsupervised approaches that involve simple
data-cleaning and exact matching techniques for disambiguation.
(See Table 1, row 2.) Jasjit Singh uses an approach involving exact
string matching on comparison ﬁelds (e.g. last name and location)
and if-else decision-making to determine matching record-pairs
(Singh, 2005). Benjamin F. Jones uses a similar approach (Jones,
2005). Magerman et al. (2006) discuss methods for patentee name
harmonization, or inventor disambiguation for European patents.
Other researchers have used their own inventor disambiguation
algorithms (e.g. Lim, 2012), but their methodologies and results
were not published. Finally, Fleming et al. (2007) use a similar
approach, incorporating information about the assignee and loca-
tion of the inventors. In all cases, these inventor disambiguation
results were not posted for public use.
Inventor disambiguation approaches soon began to incorporate
methods such as using similarity scores and matching thresholds
to link records. (See Table 1, row 3.) Before discussing these, it is
worth noting thatMilojevic (2013), using a simulated bibliographic
dataset where the identities of the true authors were known, ﬁnds
that simple algorithm that takes into account just last name and
ﬁrst initial when matching (and thus similar to those discussed
in the previous paragraph) can achieve a high level of accuracy in
author-disambiguation contexts, and, indeed, canbemore accurate
than other algorithms that utilize more information. It is difﬁcult,
however, toknowif this simulateddatasethadsimilar typo,missing
ﬁeld, andmis-spelling issues as is common in theUSPTO. In the con-
text of the USPTO, Trajtenberg et al. (2006) use the SoundEx system
to group names that are similar phonetically, then use similarity
scores and matching thresholds to determine pairwise matches.
Trajtenberg et al. (2006) also provided the ﬁrst attempt to disam-
biguate inventors in the fullUSPTOdatabase. To evaluate the results
of their methods, the authors use a large set of labeled records of
inventors based in Israel, called the “Benchmark Israeli Inventors
Set,” or BIIS for short. The BIIS contains 15,306 inventor records
from 9155 patents, corresponding to 6023 unique Israeli inventors.
Notably, the authors donot use it to train semi-supervisedor super-
vised learning models for disambiguation. Instead, they use it to
tune weight parameters in their unsupervised approach to inven-
tor disambiguation and evaluate the results of their methods. This
work is a landmark study in that it introduced many advanced dis-
ambiguation and record linkage techniques to the TIE and USPTO
disambiguation literature, setting the stage for future approaches.
The labeled dataset, while not public, is also extraordinary in its
depth and size. Around the same time, Lissoni et al. (2006) design
a method that incorporates similarity scores and matching thresh-
olds for determining pairwise matches for European patents. They
evaluate their approach on the “Keins Database,” a set of labeled
inventor records corresponding to academic inventors in France,
Italy, and Sweden created by the authors. Here again, they do not
use these to train semi-supervised or supervised learning models
for inventor disambiguation, opting instead for an unsupervised
approach. Thiswork is focused on the European PatentOfﬁce (EPO),
so the labeled Keins Database unfortunately is not immediately
helpful for our USPTO inventor disambiguation problem, since the
EPO andUSPTOhave different standards for recording inventor and
patent information, and an effort to translate a European inventor’s
EPO patents into that inventors list of USPTO patents (if any) would
require signiﬁcant additional data to be error-free.
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Several efforts to further improve inventor disambiguation have
emerged since the Trajtenberg et al. (2006) and Lissoni et al. (2006)
studies. Raffo and Lhuillery (2009) examine several heuristics for
identifyingunique inventors in theUSPTOdatabase. One advantage
to their work is that they evaluate each approach, showing how
each heuristic inﬂuences error rates. Notably, however, their eval-
uation group consistent entirely of (French) academic inventors.
(See Table 1, row 4.) Carayol and Cassi use a Bayesian approach for
disambiguating inventors of European patents (Carayol and Cassi,
2009). Although this approach is still unsupervised, the authors
contribute a signiﬁcant advance over previous work in formulat-
ing the problem in the context of a probabilistic model, similar to
Fellegi and Sunter (1969). Carayol and Cassi (2009) also use a large
benchmark dataset (again, consisting of French academic inven-
tors) to evaluate their approach, attempting to minimize a linear
combinationof falsepositive and falsenegative errors in the results.
The authors use the benchmark dataset solely for evaluating their
algorithm’s disambiguation results and not for training statistical
models. (See Table 1, row5.)Miguelez andGomez-Miguelez (2011)
disambiguate inventors of EPO patents, breaking their approach
into three stages: parsing, matching, and ﬁltering. The matching
step aims at reducing the number of false negative errors, while
the ﬁltering step aims at reducing the number of false positive
matching errors. The authors evaluate their results with the same
benchmark dataset as Carayol and Cassi (2009).
Fleming and his collaborators use an approach similar to
MiguelezandGomez-Miguelez (2011)andTrajtenberget al. (2006),
calculating linear combinations of the similarity scores of each
comparison ﬁeld and using thresholds to determine pairwise
matches (Lai et al., 2009). While their disambiguation results came
out before Miguelez and Gomez-Miguelez (2011), we discuss them
here last as they were the ﬁrst to post a version of the USPTO
inventor-patent database with disambiguated inventors for use in
the research community. Without Lai et al. (2009) having made
their algorithm and results public, our paper would not be possi-
ble. The algorithm’s linear weighting approach is similar to that of
Winkler (1988), Winkler (1989), and Jaro (1989), although the Lai
et al. (2009) algorithm does not use the EM algorithm for weight-
calculation.
Each inventor disambiguation approach mentioned here is
unsupervised, since they do not train their models on informa-
tion from labeled records to aid the disambiguation process. The
advantage to using unsupervised approaches to record linkage
and disambiguation is that labeled records, which are often very
costly and/ordifﬁcult toobtain, arenot required.Additionally, some
unsupervised approaches do not suffer from the computational
challenges that many semi-supervised and supervised approaches
have. The disadvantages of unsupervised approaches, however,
often outweigh these advantages. First, without in addition col-
lecting a representative set of labeled records, it can be difﬁcult
to assess the error in the disambiguation results and the extent
to which these errors are important to the subsequent research.
Second, unsupervised methods that use ad hoc decision rules and
heuristics to determine which pairs (or groups) of records match
often suffer from systematic errors in the disambiguation results
due to these heuristics.
2.2. Semi-supervised learning for disambiguation and record
linkage
Semi-supervised learning approaches to record linkage and
disambiguation fall between unsupervised and supervised
approaches. In statistics and machine learning, semi-supervised
approaches often use a small amount of labeled training data
with a large amount of unlabeled training data to estimate the
probability that pairs (or groups) of records refer to the same
unique entity. Criminisi et al. (2011) use this approach to build
semi-supervised learning models called “random forests,” for
example. For the purposes of this paper, we also include in the
category of semi-supervised learning algorithms, semi-supervised
algorithms trained on statistically generated artiﬁcial labels, such
as the semi-supervised algorithms and training data developed by
(Torvik and Smalheiser, 2009) and (Lai et al., 2011). Here, the sta-
tistically generated artiﬁcial labels use combinations of statistical
techniques and heuristics to deﬁne which pairs of records should
be considered matches or non-matches. We focus on this latter
type of semi-supervised learning here, as it is the one applied in
the context of the USPTO.
Torvik and Smalheiser (2009) introduce several statistical con-
cepts in their disambiguation of authors in MEDLINE, a database
of medical journal articles. They use logistic regression within a
Bayesian framework to calculate matching probabilities for pairs
of MEDLINE author records. A key step in this algorithm involves
generating a set of record-pairs that are either “very likely” to be
matches or are known to be non-matches. They do this by splitting
the comparison ﬁeld space into two independent subsets of com-
parison ﬁelds, then deﬁning conditions on each set to identify pairs
of records that are “very likely” matches or known non-matches.
Then, assuming independence between the two sets, they have
multiple sets of trainingdata. This process yields a set of statistically
generated artiﬁcial labels on which they can train a classiﬁcation
model. They then use the classiﬁer to predict the labels (match vs.
non-match) of record-pairs in MEDLINE (Torvik and Smalheiser,
2009). This approach has the beneﬁt of providing training data
with a relatively high probability of accuracy without requiring
(potentially costly or inaccessible) “true” labeled data. There are
also limitations. Any errors, biases, or incorrect assumptions in
the label approximations would, of course, be propagated in the
classiﬁcation model. Additionally, if the two sets of ﬁelds are not
independent (e.g. when applied to new contexts outside the origi-
nal MEDLINE datasets), the training datasets will also have biases.
Lai et al. (2014) implement an adaptation of the Torvik and
Smalheiser (2009) approach for disambiguating authors in the
USPTO database. The Lai et al. (2014) algorithm marked the ﬁrst
time thata semi-supervised learningapproachwasused in inventor
disambiguation. As with Torvik and Smalheiser (2009), the algo-
rithm is trained on statistically generated artiﬁcial labels that are
“highly likely” to be correct according to the authors’ set of prede-
ﬁned rules for matching and not matching. As with Lai et al. (2009),
the authors post the results of the algorithm online for use within
the research community (Lai et al., 2011). Lai et al. (2014) in addi-
tion use a set of 1169 labeled inventor records corresponding to
95 inventors to estimate error rates the results of their algorithm.
These 95 inventors were eminent U.S. academics from engineering
andbiochemistry ﬁelds fromamanually curated dataset developed
by Gu et al. (2008). To date, this is the only semi-supervised learn-
ing approach for disambiguating inventors in the USPTO database.
(See Table 1, row 6.)
Semi-supervised learning approaches for record linkage and
disambiguation have several advantages. First, the use of labeled
training data allows for easy evaluation of the accuracy of the
results. The statistical models also often provide standard errors
on the evaluation metrics. Second, learning algorithms that lever-
age information from labeled records are often able to achieve
improved performance over unsupervised approaches. The per-
formance of these semi-supervised (and supervised) models will,
however, be limited by the accuracy, usefulness of features, and
representativeness of the labels, whether those labels are “true”
labeled data or statistically generated artiﬁcial labels. One ﬁnal
potential disadvantage of semi-supervised approaches is that, sim-
ilar to supervised learning, the probability predictions can be
computationally intensive, depending on the size of the database.
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2.3. Supervised learning for disambiguation and record linkage
Torvik and Smalheiser (2009) tackle a difﬁcult issue that has
plagued the ﬁeld of record linkage and disambiguation: How do
you calibrate (train) and evaluate (test) a record linkage or dis-
ambiguation algorithm in the absence of a sufﬁcient number of
labeled records? Representative sets of labeled records provide the
unique opportunity to both calibrate (train) and evaluate (test)
new and existing disambiguation approaches. Supervised learning
approaches for record linkage and disambiguation use information
from labeled records to build models which can predict whether
or not pairs (or groups) of records match. Typically, pairs of
labeled records are compared, and a classiﬁcation model is built
on these pairwise comparisons of labeled records. Similar to semi-
supervised learning, the resulting classiﬁer can be used to predict
the probability that any pair of records in the database matches.
Classiﬁcation models, or statistical models for categorical
response variables, are a subset of supervised learning approaches.
In the context of disambiguation, the response variable is “match”
vs. “non-match,” a binary response variable (two categories). There
are a multitude of classiﬁcation models commonly used in modern
statistics, such as logistic regression, probit regression, classiﬁ-
cation trees, linear and quadratic discriminant analyses, support
vector machines, and random forests. For an overview of these and
other classiﬁcation models, see Hastie et al. (2009).
Several past authors have used classiﬁcation models for record
linkage and disambiguation. Elfeky et al. (2003) allow users of
their record linkage software to choose both supervised and unsu-
pervised approaches. Han et al. (2004) compare two supervised
learning approaches for disambiguating publication lists from
researchers’ websites and 300,000 Digital Bibliographic Library
Database citations. Christen (2008) uses nearest neighbor and
support vector machine (SVM) classiﬁcation in automated record
linkage methods. Treeratpituk and Giles (2009) use supervised
learning methods for disambiguating authors in MEDLINE, a
databaseof over 15millionmedical journal articles. Finally,Martins
(2011) presents a supervised learning approach for duplicate
detection of over 1200 geospatial dictionary and digital gazetteer
records. Importantly, bothTorra et al. (2010) andAbril andNavarro-
Arribas (2012) show that supervised learning approaches are more
accurate than rule- and threshold-based approaches in disam-
biguation and record linkage applications.
The advantages of supervised learning for record linkage and
disambiguation is that labeled records give insight into determin-
ing the features of record-pairs (e.g. similarity of ﬁrst/last names,
number of shared co-inventors, etc) that lead to matches or non-
matches. Training classiﬁcationmodels onpairwise comparisons of
labeled records yields classiﬁers which can accurately predict the
probability that any pair of records matches. Supervised learning
for disambiguation also has disadvantages. First, a representative
set of labeled records of sufﬁcient size with useful features can be
difﬁcult, expensive, or even infeasible to create or obtain.3 Sec-
ond, supervised learning algorithms will invariably be limited by
the extent to which the labeled records are representative of the
broader population to be disambiguated. Although measures can
be taken to help avoid overﬁtting to the features of the avail-
able labeled data (such as building the algorithm on a minimum
set of features), if the labeled records are not representative of
3 In the context of disambiguation, the goal is tomaximize the extent towhich the
labeled dataset contains information about the true relationships among features
that determine whether or not two records are a match. Important components of
achieving this goal includes usefulness and distribution of features in the labeled
dataset as well as the amount of information available (e.g. size) in the training
dataset.
the larger population, the supervised learning algorithms can be
biased towards the speciﬁc set of training data used to build the
models. Finally, if the features of the set of labeled records do
not help to distinguish matching from non-matching record-pairs,
then the resulting classiﬁcation models may not perform well for
disambiguation.4
Because population-representative sets of labeled records are
difﬁcult and/or expensive to obtain, researchers are often unable
to apply supervised learning techniques to record linkage and dis-
ambiguationproblems. Recently, theUniversity of California, Irvine
(UCI) Machine Learning Repository released a dataset of labeled
epidemiological records called the “Record Linkage Comparisons
Patterns Data Set” (2012), which provides researchers one viable
dataset on which to test different record linkage and disambigua-
tion algorithms. This publicly available dataset contains more than
5 million pairwise comparisons of epidemiological records, built
using 100,000 labeled epidemiological records. To date, no sets of
labeled USPTO inventor records are publicly available.
3. Methods
In this section, we ﬁrst describe the USPTO patent-inventor
database and the two extensive sets of labeled inventor records
that we use to build and evaluate inventor disambiguation algo-
rithms. Next, we discuss the three existing unsupervised, rule-
and threshold-based algorithms (Fleming et al., 2007; Lai et al.,
2009) and semi-supervised algorithm (Lai et al., 2014) evaluated
in this paper. Then, we discuss our supervised learning approach to
inventor disambiguation. We detail the full disambiguation algo-
rithm,which includesblocking toensurecomputational tractability
and hierarchical clustering to resolve intransitive sets of pairwise
matches. Finally, we describe our evaluation metrics and strategies
to assess each disambiguation method. Our research framework is
shown in Fig. 1.
3.1. Data
The USPTO hosts unique webpages for all of its approximately 8
millionpatents, identiﬁedbyuniquepatent identiﬁcationnumbers.
Each patent webpage has related information, including the patent
ID, inventor(s) and inventor location(s), assignee(s) and assignee
location(s), ﬁle and issue dates, class(es) and subclass(es), title, and
abstract. As described in Lai et al. (2009) and Hall et al. (2001),
data can be collected from these patent websites into one central-
ized USPTO patent-inventor database. Several authors have posted
disambiguated versions of this data online for researchers in TIE
(e.g. Lim, 2012); arguably the most extensive, methodologically
transparent, and accessible versions of a USPTO patent-inventor
database have been created by Lai et al. (2009, 2014).
In Table 2, we compare inventor records in the full USPTO
database to our two sets of labeled inventor records using sev-
eral statistics relevant to disambiguation. The ﬁrst set of labeled
inventor records corresponds to a sample of 824 inventors in the
optoelectronics (OE) industry, deﬁned in the USPTO context by a
set of classes and subclasses described in Appendix A.Wemanually
disambiguate the 98,762 records in this dataset using information
from these inventors’ curricula vitae, collected in a case study on
OE inventors (Akinsanmi et al., 2014). The second set corresponds
4 Features that do not contain information about a response variable (here,
whether two records are a match) will not be useful in model estimation. For exam-
ple, a model would not be able to estimate the effect of gender (feature) on height
(response) in a population of all women. Similarly, we would not be able to esti-
mate the association of class with whether or not two records are a match if all of
the records are of the same class.
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Fig. 1. Research framework using labeled inventor records.
to a set of 15,202 academics in the life sciences with one or more
patents. This set of 53,378 labeled inventor records in the “academic
life sciences” (ALS) was created as part of three separate undertak-
ings – two published (Azoulay et al., 2007, 2012) and the third still
underway – and generously provided to us by Pierre Azoulay. We
describe the creation of the two labeled datasets in this paper (OE
and ALS) in further detail in the following sub-sections. Our proce-
dures are informedby the approaches for trainingdataset construc-
tion for disambiguation described in Bilenko and Mooney (2003a).
Each of these sets of labeled inventor records represents
different samples of inventor records and patents with differ-
ent feature distributions and disambiguation characteristics. For
example, institutional contexts may have different standards or
norms when reporting name information (e.g. inclusion of mid-
dle names/initials) and assignee information. Indeed, we ﬁnd
the middle names/initials ﬁeld is left blank more often in our
industry-dominated OE sample than in our academic life sci-
ences sample. Depending on the industry and institutional context
there may also be wide variation in the average number of co-
authors. Additionally, patents in may be categorized into more
technology classes and subclasses, depending on the industrial
and institutional context. Each of these feature distributions and
disambiguation characteristics can affect the way disambiguation
algorithms behave when applied to disambiguate inventor records
from these samples.
Looking at Table 2, many statistics relevant to the disambigua-
tion process, such as average inventors per patent and average
lengths of ﬁrst and last names, are similar across the OE, ALS, and
full USPTO datasets. Other statistics, however, vary across the three
datasets. While OE has on average 17.62 patents per labeled inven-
tor, ALS has only an average of 3.51 per labeled inventor. Note that
the number of patents per inventor is unknown for the full USPTO
database, since this information can only be attained via a set of
labeled records. These results are ﬁtting, in that when Akinsanmi
et al. (2014) collect inventor CVs to create the labeled OE dataset,
they three of their four samples are focused on proliﬁc inventors of
one form or another, while only one of their samples is a “random”
sample of all OE inventors. In contrast, while (Azoulay et al., 2012)
focuson “superstar” academics in the life sciences, only10%of these
superstars meet the criteria of being in the top 1% of patentors.
These differences in average inventor patenting rates could lead to
inconsistencies in the disambiguation results: A model trained on
the ALS dataset might under-predict matches when applied to the
complete OE dataset, since the average number of patents per ALS
inventor is so small. Similarly, a model trained on the OE dataset
might over-predict matches when applied to the ALS dataset. For
percent of missing middle names and percent of U.S. inventors,
the OE and full USPTO databases have similar statistics. The ALS
dataset has a signiﬁcantly lower percentage of missing middle
names (approximately a quarter versus approximately half), and a
signiﬁcantly higher percent of U.S. inventors compared to the other
two datasets (nearly 100% versus approximately half). This differ-
ence could likewise be inﬂuential in our results, since records with
missing middle names are often more difﬁcult to disambiguate.
Finally, the percent of missing assignees and percent of last names
in the Census top 200 differ across all three databases,with theOE’s
Table 2
Inventor disambiguation statistics: optoelectronics, academic life sciences, and overall USPTO.
Disambiguation statistic Optoelectronics ALS Overall USPTO
Number of records 98,762 53,378 9,358,182
Number of unique labeled inventors 824 15,202 NA
Inventors per patent (mean) 2.86 2.70 2.21
Classes per patent (mean) 1.87 2.08 NA
Subclasses per patent (mean) 4.33 5.38 NA
Patents per labeled inventor (mean) 17.62 3.51 NA
Assignees per labeled inventor (mean) 3.90 3.30 NA
Length of last name (mean) 5.45 6.55 6.48
Length of ﬁrst name (mean) 6.09 5.72 5.84
Percent of missing middle names 48.80% 19.02% 51.10%
Percent of missing assignees 4.98% 0.00% 9.02%
Percent of United States inventors 54.30% 98.93% 50.36%
Percent of last names in census top 200 25.78% 10.56% 8.34%
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Table 3
Description of CV inventor sub-samples. Source: Akinsanmi et al. (2014).
Sub-sample description Sub-sample name Population CV sample Response rate
Top 1.5% of OE inventors by patent total through 1999 Most 760 233 31% (73% of those reached)
Top 1.5% of OE inventors by patenting rate through 1999 Rate 680 229 34% (82% of those reached)
All OE inventors with at least one patent in 385/14, or
“Integration”
Int 900 249 27% (95% of those reached)
Random sample of all OE inventors except those with at least
one patent in 385/14
Rand 1250 169 14% (83% of those reached)
percent ofmissing assigneesbeing slightly closer to the fullUSPTO’s
and theALS’spercentof lastnames in the census top200beingquite
a bit closer to the USPTO’s (where both could be considered close
to 10%, while the OE fraction is closer to a quarter).
3.1.1. Labeled optoelectronics (OE) inventor records
Our labeled OE inventor records come from a study on eco-
nomic downturns, inventor mobility, and technology trajectories
in OE (Akinsanmi et al., 2014). The authors collected four sam-
ples of resumes and curricula vitae (CVs) corresponding to 824
inventors in the OE industry. The target populations of the four
sub-samples were as follows: top inventors by number of patents
before 1999, top inventors by rate of patenting before 1999, all
inventors with patents in a technological sub-ﬁeld of OE corre-
sponding to USPTO subclass 385/14, an emerging sub-ﬁeld of OE
called “integration” (onwhichAkinsanmiet al., 2014were focused),
and a random sample of all OE inventors with no patents in sub-
class 385/14. These sub-samples were chosen for the purposes of
the research described in Akinsanmi et al. (2014), not for the pur-
poses of inventor disambiguation. Akinsanmi et al. (2014) initially
identiﬁed inventorsﬁtting into eachof their four sub-samplesusing
disambiguation results from an adaptation of the Lai et al. (2009)
algorithm. For the random sample of all OE inventors, Akinsanmi
et al. (2014) ran a randomnumber generator to select which inven-
tors from the larger population would be contacted. They then
worked with the three largest professional societies in optics to
gain contact information for as many of the inventors from each
population as possible. Table 3 gives basic descriptions of the
four sub-samples and summarizes the response rates for inven-
tors (reproduced from Akinsanmi et al. (2014)). Two ﬁnal points
are important to note regarding the labeled dataset. First, 34 of the
824 inventors that providedCVs endedup for one reasonor another
not ﬁtting into the four target populations. While we include these
inventorCVs inour fullOE labeleddataset, these38CVs cannot logi-
cally be included in Table 3. We likewise follow the samples shown
in Table 3 and do not include them when we later run analyses
using the individual sub-samples. Second, individual inventors can
fall into more than one of the four inventor populations. As such,
there is some overlap between the CV samples reported in Table 3.
In total, 132 of the 824 inventors were in two or more CV samples
(most of which correspond to a large overlap between the two pro-
liﬁc inventor sub-samples). SeeAppendix B for the speciﬁc inventor
overlaps across the four sub-samples.
When contacting inventors in these sub-samples, Akinsanmi
et al. (2014) request (1) the inventor’s CV and (2) a list of all
patents belonging to the inventor. For inventors who could not
be reached, Akinsanmi et al. (2014) also attempted to obtain their
CVs from inventors’ websites and LinkedIn proﬁles.5 In addition
to the information reported in Table 3, Akinsanmi et al. (2014)
assessedpotential biases in the sample of inventorswho responded
5 The “percentage of those reached” reported in Table 3 includes only inventors
reached by phone or email, and does not include CVs acquired through inventors’
websites and LinkedIn proﬁles.
compared to the target population. Of those biases found, only the
following is relevant in the context of inventor disambiguation:
For the second sub-sample of proliﬁc “Rate” inventors, those in
our sample are more likely to be more mobile before 1999 than
the broader target population. Mobile inventors may be more dif-
ﬁcult to link across their patents, and thus to disambiguate, due
to changes in their location and/or assignee information. A more
detailed discussion of their sample bias assessment can be found
in Akinsanmi et al. (2014).
Once the CVs and patent lists have been obtained, we create
labeled inventor records in six steps: First, we manually parse and
store information including each inventor’s employment, location,
and patenting history. Second, we generate a list of potentially
matching inventor records for each CV inventor from Akinsanmi
et al. (2014), or “potential matches,” deﬁned as any inventor record
in the USPTO OE patent database that has a last name similarity
score of at least 0.90 with the CV inventor’s last name.6 Third, we
manually compare the parsed CV inventor’s information to each
of the potentially matching inventor records to create labels for
matching and non-matching inventor records. When this is com-
plete, each record has an identiﬁer attached to it, indicating to
which CV inventor it matched (labeled with that inventor’s CV ID
number) or indicating that it did not match any of the CV inven-
tors (labeled with a “0”). 7 Fourth, we attempt to re-contact each
CV inventor and ask them to verify the resulting lists of their
patents. Inventors respond by indicating if there are any patents
that we mistakenly assigned to them, or if there are any patents
that we mistakenly did not assign to them. Fifth, in the event that
the inventors are unreachable for this veriﬁcation step, a random
forests model is used to estimate the probability that each record
is correctly labeled. Then, an independent research analyst uses
these probabilities alongwith a combination of CV information and
Internet searches to again verify each inventor’s list. Finally, we
remove duplicated, non-matching records and compile the result-
ing labeled inventor records into a single dataset.8
6 The choice of 0.90 last name similarity is empirically motivated. In practice, we
found no records matching to a CV inventor which did not have at least a 0.90 last
name similarity score. In choosing this threshold, our goal was to maximize the
probability that we had all possible matches while minimizing the number of non-
matching records that needed to be veriﬁed via hand-matching against the CVs. See
Appendix C for more details on similarity scores.
7 During the labelingprocess,we labeled each inventor record as amatchor anon-
match to each labeled CV inventor. This labeling process contains no information
on patents for whom we do not have labeled inventor CV data. This inability to
tell whether the non-matches should be linked to each other does not affect the
presented results. When we make the set of pairwise comparisons from the labeled
records, we don’t consider pairs where both records in the pair were not matched
to one of the CV inventors. We thus do not train on pairs of non-matches. (We do,
however, train on pairs where one record is a non-match to one of the 824 and the
other is a match to one of the 824, so that our models have information about both
matching and non-matching pairs.) Likewise, we ignore pairs of non-matches when
evaluating the results of any disambiguation algorithm.
8 Our approach to labeling inventor records – i.e., only considering records with
similar last names as potential matches – ignores cases of inventors who changed
their last name (e.g. after marriage). In our veriﬁcation step, where we contact each
inventor directly and ask them if we missed any of their patents, none of the CV
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Table 4
Inventor disambiguation statistics: most, rate, integration, and random non-integration sub-samples.
Disambiguation statistic Most Rate Integration Random non-integration USPTO
Number of records 40,380 37,972 23,056 16,407 9,358,182
Number of unique labeled inventors 564 555 480 399 NA
Inventors per patent (mean) 3.11 3.08 3.11 3.19 3.09
Classes per patent (mean) 1.85 1.85 1.87 1.88 1.87
Subclasses per patent (mean) 4.37 4.32 4.32 4.36 4.22
Patents per labeled inventor (mean) 35.87 24.09 16.09 3.67 NA
Assignees per labeled inventor (mean) 6.39 4.32 3.77 1.88 NA
Length of last name (mean) 5.43 5.59 5.21 5.72 6.48
Length of ﬁrst name (mean) 6.13 6.11 6.10 6.06 5.84
Percent of missing middle names 50.84% 49.13% 43.57% 45.85% 51.10%
Percent of missing assignees 4.06% 4.93% 5.06% 4.98% 9.02%
Percent of United States inventors 57.64% 63.92% 65.60% 54.30% 50.36%
Percent of last names in census top 200 21.92% 19.27% 19.34% 25.78% 8.34%
Table 4 shows the same disambiguation statistics reported in
Table 2 with the OE column broken out into each of the four sub-
samples.9 We ﬁnd that the OE dataset’s disambiguation statistics
are remarkably consistent across each of these four sub-samples,
except for the number of patents per labeled inventor. As expected,
the Most and Rate sub-samples have the most average patents per
inventor, with 35.87 and 24.09, respectively. Inventors patenting in
the emerging technology sub-ﬁeld of OE called “integration” also
have a large average number of patents per inventor, with 16.09.
The sub-sample of random OE inventors without patents in inte-
gration have by far the fewest average patents per inventor at 3.67,
although this average is still ever so slightly higher than that of the
ALS dataset (3.51), perhaps due to the ALS dataset’s exclusive focus
on academics in the life sciences, some of whom may have little
interest in patenting.
The ﬁnal hand-disambiguated dataset has 98,762 labeled inven-
tor records; 14,520 of these records are matched to one of 824
unique CV inventors, and 84,242 fail to map to any of the 824 CV
inventors. Note, however, that these 84,242 labeled non-matching
records are very important, since they will help our algorithms
determine the features that are associated with pairs of records
failing to match. Also, note that these non-matching records were
not chosen arbitrarily; theywere chosen because theywere similar
enough to warrant examination (here, having a last name similar-
ity score of 0.9). Only after this manual disambiguation step were
they found to be non-matches.
For the purposes of model building and evaluation, the labeled
OE dataset was split into two subsets – one for training (build-
ing models) and one for testing (evaluating results) the supervised
learning approaches – denoted as OEtrain and OEtest (with the full
OE dataset being denoted as OEfull). There is no inventor or record
overlap across the OEtrain and OEtest subsets.10 Additionally, we
inventors who responded indicated that we missed any of their patents due to last
name changes. In fact, less than 0.1% of inventor records were mislabeled before our
veriﬁcation step.
9 Recall that (1) these four sub-samples are not disjoint (that is, there is a sub-
stantial amount of overlap across these sub-samples) and (2) the union of these four
sub-samples does not comprise the entire labeled OE dataset (that is, there are 34
inventors who did not ﬁt into any of these four categories).
10 To address computational scalability, we build our classiﬁcation models on a
random subset of all pairwise comparisons from the OEtrain sample. We determine
this size of this randomsubset empirically:Weﬁrst examined the classiﬁcationerror
rates of our approachwhen built using different-sized subsets of training data.With
larger subsets of training data, the models were able to utilize more information,
and the error rateswere reduced. However, this effect was sub-linear in the number
of training pairs. That is, in the case of OE, as long as the number of training pairs
was approximately 150,000 and these pairs were a representative sampling of the
deﬁne sub-samples of the OE dataset, OEfull, as follows: the “Most”
sub-sample (inventors with the most patents in OE through 1999,
by number of patents), denoted as OEMost; the “Rate” sub-sample
(inventors with the most patents in OE through 1999, by rate of
patenting), denoted asOERate; the “Integration” sub-sample (inven-
tors with at least one patent in the integration sub-ﬁeld of OE),
denoted as OEInt; and the “Random Non-Integration” sub-sample
(a random sample of OE inventors without any patents in inte-
gration), denoted as OERand. Note that while some records overlap
across the OEMost, OERate, OEInt, and OERand sub-samples, there is no
inventor or record overlap between the test set of each of these
four sub-samples (OEMost-test, OERate-test, OEInt-test, OERate-test) and
OEtrain, which is a stratiﬁed random sample of inventors from each
of the four subgroups. Thus, for any inventors chosen to be in the
OEtrain group, we remove these from the test sets of the other four
sub-samples for proper out-of-sample testing purposes.
Examples of labeled inventor records are shown in Fig. 2. The
ID column indicates the CV inventor to which each record was
matched (a 0 ID indicates no match). Of the 824 CV inventors in
our sample, 216 have “common” last names according to the US
Census (deﬁned as any surname which appears in the list of the
1000 most common surnames from the 2000 US Census Bureau).
3.1.2. Labeled records of academics in the life sciences with
patents
Although no sets of labeled USPTO inventor records are avail-
able publicly, our OE set is not the only one in existence. To help
evaluate each inventor disambiguation approach, Pierre Azoulay
kindly provided a set of 53,378 labeled USPTO records correspond-
ing to a subset of 15,202 academics in the life sciences with patents
(Azoulay et al., 2007, 2012).
The database kindly provided by Pierre Azoulay is the compi-
lation of three separate data collection efforts: a labeled dataset
of all members of the Association of American Medical Colleges
faculty who patent (Azoulay et al., 2007), a labeled dataset of elite
academic life scientists (Azoulay et al., 2012), and any additional
information available from a real-time data collection effort to
update the information on each of these two populations to the
current time. The data collection and labeling procedures for each
of these datasets is described below.11 Importantly, this labeled
larger target population to be disambiguated, the effect on error rates of adding
more training pairs was minimal.
11 While matched based on an extraordinary and careful effort that included gar-
nering curriculum vitae information for many inventors, these datasets do not
have resume or curriculum vitae information for every inventor. In contrast to
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Fig. 2. Example of labeled inventor records.
dataset only includes information on the patents identiﬁed as
belonging to individual inventors, and does not include informa-
tion on patents with inventor information that could have feasibly
been a match but that were determined to be non-matches, as
with our labeled OE inventor records.
The primary source of the labeled academic life science data
provided by Pierre Azoulay is 7874 members of the Association
of American Medical Colleges faculty who hold patents (Azoulay
et al., 2007). In putting together this labeled dataset, Azoulay et al.
(2007) leveraged three data sources: the Association of American
Medical Colleges (AAMC) Faculty Roster, which includes informa-
tion on active full-time faculty from all medical schools during the
period from1981 through 2000; theNIH ConsolidatedGrant Appli-
cation File (CGAF), which provides information on grants awarded,
principal investigators and their institutions, and several project
characteristics; and the database of patents issued by the USPTO
during the period from 1976 through 2004. The AAMC Faculty Ros-
ter included 158,266 faculty members with an M.D. degree, a Ph.D.
degree, or a joint M.D.-Ph.D. degree (7874 of whom patent during
the target time period.) It also included demographic informa-
tion such as the faculty members’ sex, department, and experience
(years since the last academic degree had been earned.) Azoulay
et al. (2007) beganbymatching theAAMCFaculty Roster data to the
USPTO data, using information on individual names, institutions,
and the timingofpatenting. Topreventacompromiseof thismatch-
ing process due to lags in reporting of afﬁliation changes (i.e. to
avoid false negatives), they identiﬁed each faculty member whose
name (or variant thereof) appeared in both the AAMC Faculty Ros-
ter and the patent database, but whose institutional information
did not match. In these cases, Azoulay et al. (2007) used informa-
tion fromWebpages, publication history, and patents to determine
whether the faculty member was in fact the same person. Like-
wise, to guard against false positive results, Azoulay et al. (2007)
used such information to determine whether a person with a com-
mon name was in fact the same person. They made extra efforts
for records containing a last name that was common to ﬁve or
more faculty members in the AAMC Faculty Roster. On the basis of
Akinsanmi et al. (2014), who seek to collect curriculum vitae for representative
samples of larger inventor populations, central to the theoretical contributions in
Azoulay et al. (2007) andAzoulay et al. (2012) is having a completepopulation. Based
on conversationswith Pierre Azoulay, of the two datasets, slightlymore information
for labeling was available on the population of elite academic life scientists.
thesematches, Azoulay et al. (2007) obtained counts of all awarded
patents that each of the AAMC faculty members applied for during
the period from 1981 through 2000 and were granted by 2004.
In addition, the labeled dataset provided by Pierre Azoulay
includes a set of superstar academics in the life scienceswhopatent,
collected for Azoulay et al. (2012). These superstar academics, for
whom yet more information was garnered in the labeling process,
are to a large extent a subset of the scientists identiﬁed for Azoulay
et al. (2007). In identifying their target population, Azoulay et al.
(2012) compiled a list of 12,829 elite academic life scientists. To
fall into this list of superstars, the academic life scientists needed to
match one of seven criteria for cumulative scientiﬁc achievement:
(1) highly funded, (2) highly cited, (3) top patentors (17 patents or
more by 2004 – the top 1%), (4) members of the National Academy
of Sciences, (5) National Institute of Health MERIT awardees, (6)
HowardHughesMedical Investigators, or (7) early careerprizewin-
ners. Of these 12,829 superstars, 3760 have one ormore patent and
thus become part of our labeled dataset. Of the 3760 with patents,
378 are top patentors (17 patents or more by 2004 – the top 1% by
cumulative patents) and the remaining 3382 are in the data due
to meeting one of the six remaining criteria for superstardom and
happen to also have patented over the course of their career. As
Azoulay et al. (2012) note, there are barriers to mobility in the aca-
demic life sciences, and, indeed, only 30% of their overall superstar
sample (not just those that patent) transition between academic
institutions between 1975 and 2004.
Azoulay et al. (2012) traceback the careers of their 12,829 super-
stars in the academic life sciences from the time they obtained their
ﬁrst position as independent investigators until 2006. They do this
through a combination of curriculum vitae, National Institute of
Health Biosketches, Who’s Who proﬁles, accolades/obituaries in
medical journals, National Academyof Sciences biographicalmem-
oirs, and Google searches. For each of these individuals, they record
employment history, degree held, date of degree, gender, and up to
three departmental afﬁliations. In the case of the 3760 superstars
who patent, Azoulay et al. (2012) follow a series of steps to link the
scientists with their patents and create the labeled records that we
use here in this paper. First, they eliminated from the set of poten-
tial patents all patents issued in classes that appear unrelated to
the life sciences. Next, they focused on the set of superstars with
relatively rare names, and automated the match with the patent
data by declaring as valid any link in which (i) the inventor’s full
name matches and (ii) at least one patent assignee matches with
one of the scientist’s employer, past or present. They then relaxed
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the constraints one at a time, examiningpotentialmatches byhand.
Using knowledge about the research of the scientists from their
biographical records, they then passed judgement on the validity
of any more uncertain matches. They repeated the same procedure
for the set of inventors with common names, with these records
often requiring the inspection of each potential patent to ascertain
whether they corresponded to legitimate matches.
Finally, recently Pierre Azoulay has been working to update and
extend the information on both of the above populations to the
current date. The labeled dataset provided by Pierre Azoulay for
this project includes all additional labeled information he and his
team had collected on these populations of academic life scientists
as of May 7, 2014. This includes 3568 academic life scientists not
in the previous datasets as well as additional information on the
11,634 academic life scientists from the previous data collection
efforts.
The resulting set of 53,378 labeled inventor records (inventor-
patent pairs) can be used to evaluate both our three existing
unsupervised and semi-supervised approaches and our supervised
learning approach to inventor disambiguation. In particular, this
“academic life sciences” dataset (ALS) allows us to test our super-
vised learning models on a second dataset with different features
than the OE dataset. For the purposes of evaluation, the ALS dataset
was split into two subsets – one for training (building models)
and one for testing (evaluating results) the supervised learning
approaches – denoted as ALStrain and ALStest (with the full “aca-
demic life sciences” dataset being denoted as ALSfull).12
3.1.3. Pairwise comparisons of labeled inventor records
In almost all record linkage and disambiguation algorithms (e.g.
Fellegi and Sunter, 1969; Lai et al., 2009; Torvik and Smalheiser,
2009, etc), the operation of interest is the linking of two records,
or a pairwise comparison. Each pairwise comparison describes the
similarity of two records by a set of scores, one per shared ﬁeld (see
Appendix C formore detailed information on similarity scores), and
if the records are labeled, an indicator of whether or not the pair
corresponds to the sameunique individual. Our ﬁnal pairwise com-
parison dataset is comprised of both matches and non-matches,
as to evaluate an algorithm’s disambiguation results, it is equally
important to understand when two records should not be linked
together as when they should.
3.2. Three examples of existing inventor disambiguation
algorithms
We evaluate three existing approaches to USPTO inventor dis-
ambiguation. First, we evaluate two rule- and threshold-based
unsupervised approaches (Fleming et al., 2007; Lai et al., 2009).
Next, we evaluate the only existing semi-supervised approach to
USPTO inventor disambiguation (Lai et al., 2014). We choose to
evaluate these algorithms for several reasons. As discussed, the
algorithmused inFlemingetal. (2007) is similar tomanyotherbasic
rule- and threshold-based algorithms ﬁrst used by researchers in
TIE. We also evaluate the more advanced Lai et al. (2009) algo-
rithm. Lai et al. (2009) not only provide a clear description of
their algorithm but also are the ﬁrst to post their USPTO inventor
disambiguation results online.13 Since many TIE researchers use
12 Again, as with OE, to address computational scalability, we build our classiﬁca-
tionmodels ona randomsubset of all pairwise comparisons fromtheALStrain sample.
We again determine this size of this random subset empirically. In the case of ALS,
as long as the number of training pairs was approximately 150,000 and these pairs
were a representative sampling of the larger target population to be disambiguated,
the effect on error rates of adding more training pairs was minimal.
13 One component not clariﬁed by Lai et al. (2009) is how they approach missing
ﬁelds, and in particular, missing middle names. In our implementation, we assume
these disambiguation results in subsequent papers, we considered
it valuable to understand what types of error, if any, are associated
with them. We evaluate the Lai et al. (2014) algorithm for similar
reasons, since the authors also post their disambiguation results for
use by TIE researchers, and are arguably the public source for dis-
ambiguated inventor patents. The Lai et al. (2014) is also the most
advanced statistical approach applied to-date to the USPTO.
The results of any disambiguation algorithm are dependent on
the size of the dataset being disambiguated. The extent to which
this effect exists depends on how an algorithm assigns pairwise
probabilities of matching and how it handles sets of intransitive
matches.
With respect to analgorithm’shandlingofpairwiseprobabilities
of matching, the implications of changes in database size for dis-
ambiguation performance depend on the details of the algorithm.
Depending on the rules and thresholds used, a rule- and threshold-
based algorithm can be expected to have different ratios of false
positives and false negatives when assigning pairwise probabili-
ties on different sized datasets. In the case of supervised learning
algorithms, random forest models typically (although not always,
dependent on the training dataset and the dataset to which the
algorithm is applied) yieldmore extremeprobabilities (i.e. closer to
0 or 1) than logistic regression models. If a logistic regression algo-
rithm matches the above characterization, the logistic regression’s
pairwise probabilitieswould lead tomore false negatives and fewer
false positives the larger the dataset. If a random forest algorithm
matches the above characterization, the random forest algorithm’s
pairwise probabilitieswould lead to fewer false negatives andmore
false positives the larger the dataset.
With respect to an algorithm’s handling of intransitivematches,
the larger the database being disambiguated, themore information
the algorithm has to link records. In large databases, there may be
additional records that help link record-pairs thatwould otherwise
be non-matches. For example, an algorithm might not link “David
Miller, FairHaven,NJ, LucentTechnologies” and “DavidMiller, Stan-
ford, CA, Agilent Technologies.” But in larger databases, theremight
be a third record, “DavidMiller, Stanford, CA, Lucent Technologies,”
that the disambiguation algorithm links to both of these records.
Then, by transitivity, all three records would be linked. As such,
when algorithms are run on larger databases, they may be able to
better link records (i.e. avoid false negatives) than when they are
run on smaller databases. In the full USPTO disambiguation, addi-
tional information fromover 9million inventor records is available,
which may help algorithms avoid false negative errors that they
might make if implemented on smaller subsets. This avoidance of
false negative errors has the potential to increase the number of
false positive errors.
We implement our versions of the Fleming et al. (2007) and
Lai et al. (2009) inventor disambiguation algorithms on both the
labeled OE and ALS datasets. Given that parts of the publicly posted
code for the Lai et al. (2014) algorithmwerenot available at the time
of this writing (in particular, their statistically generated artiﬁcial
labels are not publicly available), we are unable to implement it on
our two sets of labeled inventor records to assess its performance.
We can, however, evaluate the accuracy of the Lai et al. (2014)
posted results using our labeled OE and ALS inventor records. We
also evaluate the accuracy of the Lai et al. (2009) posted results
using our labeledOE andALS inventor records. These posted results
weregeneratedbyLai et al. (2009) andLai et al. (2014) running their
respective algorithms on the full USPTO database – rather than on
our smaller OE or ALS datasets. We evaluate the subset of posted
that if the middle name ﬁelds for two records are both missing they do not match,
and we redistribute the weight that would otherwise have been assigned to the
middle name to the ﬁrst and last name ﬁelds.
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results corresponding to our labeled inventor records. As discussed
earlier, the algorithms can be expected to performdifferentlywhen
run on a larger dataset, such as the full USPTO. In the case of the
Lai et al. (2014) algorithm, since it is a logistic regression we might
expect the larger the dataset, the more false negatives and fewer
false positives. It’s difﬁcult to predict how the heuristics driving
the statistically generated artiﬁcial labels would affect the perfor-
mance of the Lai et al. (2014) algorithmondatasets of different size.
In the case of the Lai et al. (2009) algorithm, it is likewise challeng-
ing to predict how the weights and thresholds would change the
performance of the algorithm on datasets of different size. There
is, however, one aspect of the Lai et al. (2009) algorithm that will
clearly drive differences when implementing the Lai et al. (2009)
algorithm on industry- or technology-speciﬁc datasets (such as our
OE and ALS labeled datasets) versus on the full USPTO: The Lai et al.
(2009) algorithm puts signiﬁcant weight on two records matching
if the inventors have similar names and the patents include the
same class. In industry- or technology-speciﬁc datasets, all of the
patents, by deﬁnition, fall within a small set of classes. We would
therefore expect the Lai et al. (2009) to perform better when run
on the full USPTO than on these smaller industry- or technology-
speciﬁc datasets. For the Lai et al. (2009) algorithm, we have the
opportunity to run our implementation of the algorithm on our
labeled datasets and compare its performance on these smaller
datasetswith the Lai et al. (2009) implementation of approximately
the same algorithm on the larger dataset. When implementing Lai
et al. (2009) on our labeled datasets, we run the algorithm both
with the original classes rule used by Lai et al. (2009) as well as
with the same rule instead applied to subclasses, to see if the latter
may improve results for smaller, industry- or technology-speciﬁc
datasets.
3.3. Our supervised learning inventor disambiguation algorithm
We execute our supervised learning approach for inventor dis-
ambiguation in two key steps: (1) For ﬁve different supervised
learning (i.e. “classiﬁcation”) models, we predict the probability
that each record-pair matches (i.e. “out-of-sample link predica-
tion”). (2) Using the pairwise probabilities of matching from the
best-performing classiﬁcation model from step 1, we use hierar-
chical clustering to identify groups of records that refer to the same
unique individual.We discuss each of these steps, and then provide
a detailed description of our disambiguation algorithm implemen-
ting them.
3.3.1. Link prediction with random forests and other
classiﬁcation models
In inventor disambiguation, whether or not a pair of records
matches is binary (yes/no) and so can be modeled by training a
supervised classiﬁcation model on a set of labeled matches and
non-matches. We can then use the resulting classiﬁer to predict
whether pairs of unlabeled inventor records match. There are sev-
eral standard classiﬁcation models that could be used for inventor
disambiguation, including linear discriminant analysis, quadratic
discriminant analysis, classiﬁcation trees, logistic regression, and
random forests (Hastie et al., 2009). Criminisi et al. (2011) present
a uniﬁed framework for applying random forests to many statisti-
cal tasks, such as classiﬁcation, regression, and density estimation,
among others.14 Partitioning our labeled records into training
14 Criminisi et al. (2011) also present a method for using random forests in a semi-
supervised learning context. However, this characterization of semi-supervised
learning is slightly different than that of Lai et al. (2014). That is, Criminisi et al.
(2011) ﬁrst learn from labeled data, then incorporate information from unlabeled
data using their initial models.
and testing subsets, we evaluate the performance each of the
ﬁve standard classiﬁcation models at predicting whether pairs of
labeled inventor recordsmatch (i.e. out-of-sample link prediction).
Classiﬁcation trees and random forests can be advantageous
in the context of supervised learning for disambiguation since
they enable a user to adjust important tuning parameters (such as
the smallest allowed node size or restrictions on the within-node
deviance) to help avoid overﬁtting to a particular set of training
data (Hastie et al., 2009). Random forests combine results from an
ensembleof “classiﬁcation trees” topredict the class of a categorical
outcomevariable (here, amatchornon-match). A classiﬁcation tree
builds a decision tree from the selected features by determining
cut-points in the features that best separate matches from non-
matches. Each classiﬁcation tree in the random forest is built using
a random set of features and returns a predicted class for each pair-
wise comparison. The predicted class from the random forest is the
class that receives the majority of the votes of the individual trees
(Breiman, 2001). We can obtain a predicted probability of match-
ing fromrandom forests bydividing thenumber of underlying trees
that predict “match” by the total number of underlying trees. If this
probability is greater than 1/2 (or a different speciﬁed threshold),
the random forest predicts a pairwise match; otherwise, it predicts
a pairwise non-match.
3.3.2. Hierarchical linkage clustering to resolve transitivity
violations
Clustering is an approach used commonly in statistics and
machine learning to ﬁnd groups of similar observations within
a dataset. Generally, clustering algorithms seek to place obser-
vations with high similarity (low dissimilarity or small distance)
into the same group, or “cluster,” while splitting observations
with low similarity (high dissimilarity/large distance) into dif-
ferent clusters (Hartigan, 1975). In the context of deduplication,
observations are the n records in the database, and the resulting
clusters are groups of records corresponding to unique entities.We
use a clustering approach called “Hierarchical Linkage Clustering”
to determine – given each record-pair’s probability of matching
– which groups of records refer to the same unique individual
(Hartigan, 1975).
Hierarchical linkage clustering relies on the existence of a dis-
tance matrix. Note that we use “distance” to represent either a
distance or dissimilarity measure. Given a set of n observations,
the distance matrix is a data structure containing the distances
between all
(
n
2
)
pairs of observations in the data. We denote
the distance between observations xi, xj as D[i,j] =dij =dist(xi, xj),
∀ i, j∈ {1, 2, . . ., n} s.t. 1 < j< i<n (Hartigan, 1975). Note that in this
context our distances are symmetric, D[i,j] =D[j,i]. For disambigua-
tion, these pairwise distances are inverse transformations of the
probability of matching for each pair of records.
The results of hierarchical linkage clustering are actually a set of
clusterings described and visualized by a dendrogram. The dendro-
gram can be “cut” at a given distance level or height  to identify
a set of clusters; any pair of observations which are linked at a
distance lower than  are considered to be in the same cluster.
As  increases, the number of clusters decreases. (Note: choosing
an appropriate threshold  for hierarchical clustering is consid-
ered an open problem and is not the focus of this work.) In the
disambiguation context, adjusting  is equivalent to making the
probability threshold for deciding whether a pair of records match
more or less strict. We can then tune the disambiguation results
to desired levels of false positive and false negative errors in the
results.
Several TIE authors have used hierarchical linkage cluster-
ing or a mathematically equivalent approach to resolve pairwise
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transitivity violations in disambiguation (e.g. Tang and Walsh,
2010; Lai et al., 2014). Lai et al. (2014) calculate the pairwisematch-
ing probabilities for all record-pairs and choose a threshold for
determining pairwise matches. They then enforce transitivity of
pairwise matches to ensure that no intransitive triplets of records
remain (Lai et al., 2014).15
3.3.3. Random forests inventor disambiguation algorithm
Given a random forests classiﬁer trained on pairwise compar-
isons of our labeled inventor records, our algorithm for inventor
disambiguation works as follows:
1. Let X be the set of n original records to be disambiguated.
2 Determine a blocking rule and partition X into B blocks of records,
Xb, b=1, . . ., B. A blocking rule partitions the data into homoge-
neous groups of records which share some basic feature or set of
features. In this application, we block on last name (exact match
of ﬁrst three letters). That is, only pairs of records which share
theﬁrst three letters of their last nameswill be compared. To fur-
ther reduce computational time, an additional level of blocking
(blockingon theﬁrst three letters of theﬁrstname) is imposedon
blocks with more than 1000 records. Preliminary analyses using
our labeled OE dataset show that the number of disambiguation
errors introduced by this blocking scheme is extremely small.
For more details on blocking, see Appendix E.
3. Within each block of records Xb:
(a) Quantify the similarity of each pair of records in Xb.Weuse sev-
eral methods in this step to help reduce computation time.
First, we use parallelization techniques to help calculate the
independently calculated similarity scores (e.g., on differ-
ent ﬁelds) more quickly. Second, we calculate the similarity
score for each unique text string comparison only once, and
then store and reference it for later use. For example, the
comparison of ﬁrst names “Dan” and “Daniel” occurs sev-
eral times throughout the paper. Instead of re-calculating
at every occurrence, we store the similarity after its ﬁrst
use and reference this stored value for subsequent uses,
yielding substantial reductions in computation. For more
details on the speciﬁc set of similarity scores used, see
Appendix C.
(b) Calculate the predicted probability of matching, pˆij , for all pairs
of records xi, xj in Xb using the Random Forests classiﬁer. After
this step, we now have predicted probabilities of matching
for each pair of records in Xb.
(c) Convert each probability estimate, pˆij , to an estimate of the dis-
tance/dissimilarity between each pair of records by letting dˆij =
h(pˆij). Here, h can be any smooth, continuous, and monoton-
ically decreasing function. Some examples are h(x) = 1− x,
h(x) =− log(x), h(x) = e−x, h(x) = 1/(1 + x). For our purposes,
since the probabilities are deﬁnedon [0,1],weuse h(x) = 1− x
so that the resulting distances are also deﬁned on [0,1]. Using
this transformation, a distance of 0 corresponds to a pairwise
matching probability of 1, or a perfect match; a distance of
1 corresponds to a pairwise matching probability of 0, or a
deﬁnite non-match.
(d) Calculate the single linkage hierarchical clustering solu-
tion corresponding to the distances from the previous step.
Again, we choose single linkage to enforce transitivity
among record pairs. Clusters are determined by cutting the
15 In Appendix D, we show that this approach is equivalent to the hierarchical
linkage clustering approach that we use in our random forestmodel – single linkage
hierarchical clustering. Single linkage hierarchical clustering is faster computation-
ally due to available clustering algorithms such as Prim’s for quickly ﬁnding the
minimum spanning tree of a set of distances (Hartigan, 1975).
dendrogram tree at a level  =0.5. We choose  =0.5 because
it corresponds to an intuitive probability threshold and,
empirically, yielded (approximately) the best disambigua-
tion results of all thresholds.
4. Combine the clustering results across blocks to yield a ﬁnal set of dis-
ambiguated inventor IDs.After Step 3, recordswhich are assigned
to the same cluster in each block are considered “duplicates”
belonging to the same unique entity (inventor) and are given
identical inventor IDs. Records in different clusters in the same
block or in different blocks are assigned to different unique enti-
ties (inventors).
3.4. Evaluation metrics
We evaluate the performance of each algorithm (Fleming et al.,
2007; Lai et al., 2009, 2014) and our ﬁve supervised learning algo-
rithms) with error metrics characterizing the numbers of false
positive and false negative errors in the results. To conduct this
evaluation, we develop a revised version of the evaluation metrics
developed by Torvik and Smalheiser (2009) and used by Lai et al.
(2014). Lai et al. (2014) use the Torvik and Smalheiser (2009)
interpretation of the error metrics “splitting” and “lumping” to
evaluate their algorithm’s disambiguation results. The terms “split-
ting” and “lumping” are intuitive terms describing possible errors.
Lumping occurs when multiple unique inventors are given a sin-
gle unique inventor ID (“lumped” into a single ID). Splitting occurs
whena singleunique inventor is givenmultiple inventor IDs (“split”
acrossmultiple IDs). Theprecisemathematical deﬁnitions aregiven
below.
For each unique inventor in a set of labeled records, let the num-
ber of split records be deﬁned as the number of records that the
disambiguation algorithm fails to map to that inventor’s largest
cluster of records. Then (Lai et al., 2014):
Splitting = Total# of Split Records for All Inventors
Total# of Labeled Records
(1)
For each unique inventor in a set of labeled records, let the num-
ber of lumped records be deﬁned as the number of records that the
disambiguation algorithm incorrectly mapped to that inventor’s
largest cluster of records. Then (Lai et al., 2014):
Lumping = Total# of LumpedRecords for All Inventors
Total# of Labeled Records
(2)
3.4.1. False negative and false positive error metrics
We use a revised version of the Lai et al. (2014) and Torvik
and Smalheiser (2009) metrics in our evaluation for two reasons.
First, the above metrics focus only on the largest cluster of records,
ignoring the number and size of all the different clusters corre-
sponding to a unique entity. For example, there may be another
cluster of similar size for the same inventor, but these metrics
do not take that cluster into account. Second, the above met-
ric uses the number of incorrectly assigned inventor records as
the unit of measure. We instead choose to evaluate all pairwise
comparisons of inventor recordsmade by the disambiguation algo-
rithm rather than the assignment of the records themselves. We
create a contingency table of the true pairwise labels (match or
non-match) and the predicted pairwise labels and then evaluate
our results in terms of false positive and false negative pairwise
comparisons.
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Thus, we deﬁne the following versions of splitting and lumping:
Splitting: A single unique inventor is “split” into multiple
inventor IDs
Splitting = # of comparisons incorrectly labeled as non − matches across all inventors
Total# of pairwise truematches
= # of FalseNegatives
# of True Positives + # of FalseNegatives
(3)
Lumping: Multiple unique inventors are “lumped” into one
inventor ID
Lumping = # of comparisons incorrectly labeled asmatches across all inventors
Total# of pairwise truematches
= # of False Positives
# of True Positives + # of FalseNegatives
(4)
Thus, splitting is a measure of the prevalence of false nega-
tive matches, and lumping is a measure of the prevalence of false
positive matches. We will use these metrics for all algorithms
throughout the remainder of this paper.
For the purposes of the analyses presented in this paper, the
goal is to simultaneously minimize both the splitting and lumping
metrics, so as to avoid as many false positive and false negative
errors as possible. As such, we prefer low, balanced splitting and
lumping errors. Note that in some contexts, minimizing one par-
ticular type of error may be favorable. For example, in the context
of the USPTO and the PubMed database, Fegley and Torvik (2013)
examine the effect that splitting and lumping errors from dis-
ambiguation each have on co-authorship network metrics. They
show that splitting (false negative error rate) has very little effect
on network measures, but lumping (false positive error rate) can
substantially change many important network measures. For the
purposes of this paper, in the interest of producing themostwidely
useful output for public consumption, we set our goal at producing
disambiguation results that are application- or research-context
agnostic. As such,we evaluate three representative past algorithms
and new supervised learning algorithms with the goal of minimiz-
ing and balancing both types of error.
3.4.2. Out-of-sample testing and other methods to help avoid
overﬁtting for supervised learning approaches
We take several measures to help avoid overﬁtting our clas-
siﬁcation models to the labeled inventor records dataset (i.e. to
improve the chances that our model will make accurate predic-
tions on any dataset, not just this training data). First, we use only a
small, basic set of explanatory variables to model the match versus
non-match outcome of a pair of records: We use the similarity
scores described in Appendix C for the last, ﬁrst, middle, and suf-
ﬁx names; assignee name; city, state, and country locations; list of
co-inventors; and lists of classes and subclasses.16 Second, we use
out-of-sample testing when calculating all classiﬁer error metrics.
Third, to support future researchers using our disambiguation code
in deciding the value of collecting additional outside labeled data
for their particular disambiguation context and the features that
may be important for that labeled data,we evaluate howour super-
vised learning approach performs if trained on a labeled dataset
16 Supervised algorithms are less prone to overﬁtting when trained using a small
set of features. Generally, the more observations available in the training data the
more features can be added without overﬁtting. It is also possible in supervised
learning to choose a set of features by analyzing the importance of each feature in
determining a match. We do not take this approach to help avoid overﬁtting our
model to our labeled training data. Bramer (2007) provide a more detailed discus-
sion of overﬁtting decision tree-based models (e.g. classiﬁcation trees and random
forests) to training data. Note that Lai et al. (2014) use a different, larger set of
features in their semi-supervised logistic regression models, including interactions
between and transformations of existing similarity scores.
with different features than the target population for disambigua-
tion (speciﬁcally, trained on OE and applied to ALS, trained on ALS
and applied to OE, and trained on mixes of OE and ALS and applied
to record samples non-overlapping with the training data of each).
Finally, we utilize feature differences across our OE sub-samples to
evaluatehowour supervised learningapproach trainedona sample
of records from the full OE dataset corresponding to amix of each of
the four sub-samples performs on inventors fromdifferent samples
(i.e. a randomlygenerated sampleof inventors, two formsof proliﬁc
inventors, and inventors in the ﬁeld’s emerging technology). Here,
our sample of CVs corresponding to a randomly generated sample
of all OE inventors is potentiallymost valuable bothwith respect to
potentially being most similar of our available labeled datasets to
the distribution of disambiguation-relevant features in the USPTO
and in helping reduce the likelihood that our methods would be
biased towards disambiguating proliﬁc OE inventors or OE inven-
tors from speciﬁc institutional contexts (e.g. academia versus ﬁrms
versus government).
Supervised learningmodels are by deﬁnition tailored to the data
on which they are trained. To avoid overﬁtting to our training data,
we split both sets of labeled inventor records into training and test-
ing subsets. The training subset (e.g., OEtrain) is used to build the
supervised learning model, and the testing subset (e.g., OEtest) is
used to evaluate the efﬁcacy of the model. That is, we only evalu-
ate how a model trained on one subset performs when applied to
another subset. This method is known as “out-of-sample testing,”
and is well-documented in statistics literature, and our out-of-
sample testing approach is similar to cross-validation (Hastie et al.,
2009).
For the labeled optoelectronics data set, nearly half of our sam-
ple consists of proliﬁc inventors (according tooneof twodeﬁnitions
ofproliﬁc: top1.5%ofOE inventorsby total patentsup through1999
and top1.5%ofOE inventors by averagepatents per year up through
1999). This large proportion of proliﬁc inventors could cause our
algorithmtoperform lesswell at disambiguating lessproliﬁc inven-
tors. To address this issue,weassess the robustnessof ouroutcomes
ifwe instead trainour algorithmona set of records fromamixof the
four OE sub-samples (OEtrain) and evaluate our algorithm on sets of
records from each of the four sub-samples (OEMost-test, OERate-test,
OEInt-test, and OERand-test) that do not share any records or inventors
with OEtrain. We are particularly interested in the efﬁcacy of each
disambiguation approach when applied to the randomly chosen
subset of inventors (OERand-test), which are likely to be most repre-
sentative of the full range of records in the full USPTO database.
Finally, one type of bias remains unresolved by the above out-
of-sample testing procedure, bias towards the feature distributions
or characteristics of the labeled data. In an ideal world, a super-
visedor semi-supervisedmodelwouldbe trainedona set of labeled
data that both has useful disambiguation features (e.g. ﬁelds that
help the algorithm what determines what is and what is not a
match) and is representative of the broader population to bedisam-
biguated. In practice, developing a representative labeled dataset
with useful disambiguation features can be costly or impossible to
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achieve. Past research shows that different industriesmay, depend-
ing on the industry, have different features (Bound et al., 1984;
Klevorick et al., 1995; Cohen et al., 2000). We expect, however,
the largest differences, with respect to features relevant to dis-
ambiguation, will be across institutional contexts (e.g. academic
versus ﬁrm versus government) and inventor characteristics (e.g.
proliﬁc versus less proliﬁc, highly mobile versus less mobile) A
model trained on labeled data with a particular feature distribu-
tion may perform poorly disambiguating a population for which
those features are not representative. This bias can be present in
any algorithm that learns information from training data whether
semi-supervised learning algorithms suchas Torvik andSmalheiser
(2009) or Lai et al. (2011) or supervised learning algorithms such as
theones in thispaper).Onegoal indevelopingdisambiguationalgo-
rithms is to make the algorithm as robust as possible to alternative
contexts. Regardless, when evaluating the costs and beneﬁts of col-
lecting additional labeled data for disambiguating a new context,
it is important to understand what the algorithm’s performance
is when trained on a labeled dataset with different feature distri-
butions or different feature importance in determining matches.
To support future researchers using the code and labeled inventor
records associated with our disambiguation approach, we assess
in this paper the performance of our supervised learning approach
when trained on a labeled data set from one of our two labeled
datasets (e.g. optoelectronics) and then tested using the labeled
data set from the other (academic life sciences). We also evaluate
the performance of our supervised learning approachwhen trained
on a labeled dataset with fewer useful disambiguation features
(e.g. our academic life sciences labeled dataset where informa-
tion was not recorded on records with similar inventor names
that were non-matches, where inventors have lower likelihood of
having missing middle name ﬁelds compared to the full USPTO,
and where inventors have a relatively low likelihood of moving
institutions compared to the full USPTO.) Finally, we evaluate the
performance of our supervised learning approach when trained on
mixesof theOEandALSdatasets and thenapplied to recordsamples
non-overlapping with the training data of each.
4. Results
In the results that follow, we assess the accuracy of two
examples of unsupervised, rule- and threshold-based approaches
applied to the USPTO (Fleming et al., 2007; Lai et al., 2009), the
semi-supervised learning algorithm trained on statistically gener-
ated artiﬁcial labeled data (Lai et al., 2014), and ﬁve supervised
learning approaches for inventor disambiguation. In each case we
evaluate the algorithms on our dataset of 98,762 labeled OE inven-
tor records as well as on Azoulay’s dataset of 53,378 labeled ALS
inventor records.
4.1. Evaluation of unsupervised, rule- and threshold-based
algorithms for disambiguation
Using our splitting and lumping error metrics, we evaluate the
disambiguation results of Fleming et al. (2007), Lai et al. (2009)
as two examples of existing unsupervised algorithms (here, rule-
and threshold-based approaches) for USPTO inventor disambigua-
tion. We re-implement these algorithms and evaluate their results
using a combination of R and Python software. Our results are
given in Table 5. These results reﬂect the disambiguation accu-
racy of our implementations of these algorithms on our labeled
OE and ALS inventor records.17 Note that for unsupervised and
17 Because the authors of these approaches did not post their disambiguation code
publicly, we re-implemented these algorithms for these analyses. It is important to
semi-supervisedalgorithms, “NA”appears in the “TrainingDataset”
column because these approaches do not use a set of labeled inven-
tor records as training data in their respective disambiguation
approaches.
Whether evaluated on the set of labeled OE inventor records or
the set of labeled ALS inventor records, the Fleming et al. (2007)
algorithm has a much higher splitting metric in comparison to its
lumping metric, indicating that it is more susceptible to false neg-
ative errors than false positive errors for these datasets. In these
results, some OE and ALS inventors are not getting credit for all
of their patents, as they are being “split” into multiple inventor
IDs. Consequently, lists of the most proliﬁc OE or ALS inventors
compiled using the algorithm’s resultswill be incomplete and inac-
curate. The algorithm also will overestimate the number of unique
OE or ALS inventors. Finally, inventor mobility in the OE and ALS
contextswill be underestimated in the Fleming et al. (2007) results.
In particular, the false negative errors in the disambiguation results
occur systematically due to one of the algorithm’s decision rules,
which requires inventors with matching common names to also
share the same assignee or location. This requirement can split a
mobile inventor with a common name into multiple inventor IDs.
Importantly, themajority of past disambiguation approaches to the
USPTO have been unsupervised approaches that, like Fleming et al.
(2007), use heuristic, human-deﬁned decision rules.
The results of the Lai et al. (2009) algorithm are more nuanced
than those of Fleming et al. (2007), and offer insight both into
the differences in feature characteristics between the OE and ALS
datasets and into the implications of the Lai et al. (2009) algorithm’s
rules when the algorithm is implemented on datasets of different
scale and different feature characteristics.
For our implementation of the Lai et al. (2009) algorithm on
the OE and ALS labeled datasets, the splitting metric of Lai et al.
(2009) is lower on both OE and ALS than the Fleming et al. (2007)
algorithm run on the equivalent dataset, while the lumping metric
is higher. Both the splitting and lumping metrics are still compara-
tively high, and especially so the splittingmetric,which is stillmore
than twice that of the lumping in the case of OE and 35% more than
the lumping in the case of ALS. Recall that the lumping metric (rate
of false positive errors) indicates that inventors sometimes receive
credit for additional patents that do not belong to them. The false
positive errors in the disambiguation results occur systematically
due to a decision rule in the algorithm that allows inventor records
with similar names to match if any of their assignees, locations,
co-inventors, or classes (or in the case of our implementation, sub-
classes) match. This decision rule will lump records with inventors
who have similar names and happen to share another characteris-
tic into a single unique inventor ID. This lumping rule is particularly
problematic for the Lai et al. (2009) algorithm implemented on the
focused OE and ALS datasets, due to the records in these datasets,
by deﬁnition, sharing a common set of classes and subclasses.18
The Lai et al. (2009) posted results, representing the Lai et al.
(2009) algorithm run on the full USPTO have dramatically better
lumping results than our implementation of the Lai et al. (2009)
algorithm on OE and ALS. This improvement in lumping when Lai
et al. (2009) is run on the full USPTO is likely due to the algo-
rithm’s blocking rules. In general, we would expect more records
to increase lumping, keeping all other parts of the algorithm the
note that,whilewe followed the public descriptions of these algorithms as closely as
we could, some features of the implementationmay differ slightly from the authors’
original disambiguation algorithms. In particular Lai et al. (2009) do not specify how
their algorithm handles missing middle name ﬁelds.
18 We also implemented the Lai et al. (2009) algorithm using the original deci-
sion rule with classes rather than subclasses. As expected, using classes instead of
subclasses further increases the lumping error – speciﬁcally, to 9.46% instead of
6.79%.
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Table 5
Evaluation of rule- and threshold-based unsupervised algorithms for inventor disambiguation.
Algorithm Type Training dataset Disambiguation dataset Evaluation dataset Splitting (%) Lumping (%)
Fleming et al. (2007) Unsupervised NA OEfull OEfull 13.50 0.68
Fleming et al. (2007) Unsupervised NA ALSfull ALSfull 19.82 0.00
Lai et al. (2009) Unsupervised NA OEfull OEfull 8.39 4.13
Lai et al. (2009) Unsupervised NA ALSfull ALSfull 9.16 6.79
Lai et al. (2009) posted results Unsupervised NA USPTOfull OEfull 9.18 0.76
Lai et al. (2009) posted results Unsupervised NA USPTOfull ALSfull 0.24 0.35
same.However,whenLai et al. (2009) ran their algorithmon the full
USPTOdatabase, theyhad to use a blocking scheme,which removes
“unnecessary” comparisons to improve computational scalability.
In removing these “unnecessary” comparisons, it is possible that
they removed some would-be false positive errors. When imple-
menting Lai et al. (2009) on our smaller labeled datasets, it was
not computationally necessary to use blocking. Due to not using
blocking, it’s possible that we’re introducing some false positive
(lumping) errors that would not occur if we used blocking.19 In
the case of the ALS dataset, the Lai et al. (2009) posted results also
have signiﬁcantly less splitting than our implementation thereof.
Again, it ispossible that this reductionmaybedue to thealgorithm’s
blocking rules removing “unnecessary” comparisons that if not
removed would have been false negatives. For the OE labels, how-
ever, the splittingerrors in theLai et al. (2009)posted results remain
high (indeed, slightly higher than in our implementation on just
OE.
In a vacuum, the low, balanced splitting results of the posted
Lai et al. (2009) algorithm evaluated on ALS might seem to reﬂect
favorably upon the Lai et al. (2009) algorithm. Indeed, these results
do reﬂect favorably on the algorithms accuracy at disambiguating
academics in the life sciences with patents in the USPTO. A com-
parison of the Lai et al. (2009) algorithm’s performance on the ALS
dataset andon theOEdataset, however, reveals that the algorithm’s
performance is context-dependent. Recall that the ALS dataset is
comprised of academics in the life sciences who patent. Among
other characteristics, it is possible that academics are more likely
to list their names correctly and without typographical errors (per-
haps due to more control during the patent ﬁling process and less
mobility),making themeasier todisambiguate.As shown inTable2,
inventors in this dataset are more likely to list a middle name, and
to be based in the US. Thus, while the Lai et al. (2009) algorithm run
on the full USPTO performs well on academics in the life sciences,
it does not perform as well on the OE dataset, which has a higher
percentage of missing ﬁelds and a lower percentage of U.S. inven-
tors. This inconsistency in error rates across theOEandALSdatasets
indicates that Lai et al. (2009) will not perform equally across the
variety of contexts likely to be found in the USPTO.)
To assess past theoretical work using these disambiguated
results or other disambiguation results based on algorithms with
similar approaches, it will be necessary to look at the suitability
of the research contexts to the chosen disambiguation approach’s
respective strengths and weaknesses. For example, Marx et al.
(2009) state that they use an inventor disambiguation approach
similar to the Fleming et al. (2007) algorithm. If this approach is
also highly susceptible to false negative matching errors, they may
underestimate inventor mobility. Without additional information,
however, it is impossible to saywhether the algorithm’s challenges
19 It is also possible that our implementation may differ slightly from the authors’
original algorithms. Speciﬁcally, Lai et al. (2009) do not specify whether their algo-
rithm considers a missing ﬁeld a match or a non-match. In our implementation of
Lai et al. (2009) we assume a missing ﬁeld is a non-match. If the missing ﬁeld is a
middle name, we redistribute the matching weight placed on the middle name to
the remaining name ﬁelds.
in disambiguating particular inventor types more than others
inﬂuence their ﬁnal results (such as that non-compete enforcement
decreases mobility more sharply for inventors with ﬁrm-speciﬁc
skills and for those who specialize in narrow technical ﬁelds).
Singh (2005) also use an inventor disambiguation approach similar
to the Fleming et al. (2007) algorithm. If their approach is simi-
larly susceptible to false negative errors, they may underestimate
the diffusion of knowledge across collaboration networks. Again,
without additional information, it is impossible to say whether
the algorithm’s potential challenges in disambiguating particu-
lar inventor types more than others may at all inﬂuence their
ﬁnal results (such as that intra-regional and intra-ﬁrm knowledge
ﬂows are stronger than those across regional or ﬁrm boundaries).
FlemingandSingh (2010)usean inventordisambiguationapproach
similar to the Lai et al. (2009) algorithm to suggest that lone inven-
tors are more likely to produce poor outcomes and less likely to
achievebreakthrough incomparison toprojectsoutcomesachieved
through collaboration. If their approach is similarly susceptible to
false negative errors, they may fail to link inventors to their future
patents, possibly yielding an underestimate of the effect that lone
inventors have on breakthrough inventions.
Many current papers in the ﬁeld do not make clear what, if any,
disambiguation approach is used. Further, as discussed in the back-
ground section, hand-disambiguation based on “common sense”
without labeled data will not necessarily perform better than sim-
ple disambiguation algorithms. We provide the examples above to
highlight the potential implications of the above-discussed biases.
In presenting these examples, we are not seeking to call-out these
papers in a negative fashion, rather to highlight the importance of
research in the ﬁeld disclosing their disambiguation methods and
discussing the implications of those methods for their speciﬁc con-
text and results. The papers above should be lauded for being so
rigorous as to present to the reader the disambiguation method
upon which their results are built.
4.2. Evaluation of a semi-supervised learning algorithm (trained
on statistically generated artiﬁcial labeled data) for
disambiguation
Our evaluations of the posted disambiguation results of the Lai
et al. (2014) semi-supervised inventor disambiguation algorithm
using statistically generated artiﬁcial labels as training data are
given in Table 6. These results reﬂect the disambiguation accuracy
of the original authors’ implementations of these algorithms on
the full USPTO dataset. We compare these posted disambiguation
results to our labeled OE and ALS inventor records.
We encourage the reader to compare the evaluation of the
posted Lai et al. (2009) and Lai et al. (2014) results. For complete-
ness, we also include the full evaluation results of the unsupervised
inventor disambiguation algorithms from the previous section.
Recall that these unsupervised algorithms were implemented on
the OE and ALS subsets, while the semi-supervised Lai et al. (2014)
was only run on the full USPTOdatabase.We include our evaluation
of both the Lai et al. (2009) posted results as well as of our imple-
mentation of Lai et al. (2009) algorithm on the OE and ALS dataset.
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Table 6
Evaluation of semi-supervised learning algorithms for inventor disambiguation.
Algorithm Type Training dataset Disambiguation dataset Evaluation dataset Splitting (%) Lumping (%)
Fleming et al. (2007) Unsupervised NA OEfull OEfull 13.50 0.68
Fleming et al. (2007) Unsupervised NA ALSfull ALSfull 19.82 0.00
Lai et al. (2009) Unsupervised NA OEfull OEfull 8.39 4.13
Lai et al. (2009) Unsupervised NA ALSfull ALSfull 9.16 6.79
Lai et al. (2009) posted results Unsupervised NA USPTOfull OEfull 9.18 0.76
Lai et al. (2009) posted results Unsupervised NA USPTOfull ALSfull 0.24 0.35
Lai et al. (2014) posted results Semi-supervised NA USPTOfull OEfull 2.49 0.39
Lai et al. (2014) posted results Semi-supervised NA USPTOfull ALSfull 0.35 0.04
Importantly, the Lai et al. (2014) algorithm can not be expected
to present the same disambiguation differences with scale as the
Lai et al. (2009) algorithm. Among other differences, the Lai et al.
(2014) algorithm will not have the Lai et al. (2009) decision rule
that allows inventor records with similar names to match if any
of their assignees, locations, co-inventors, or classes match, unless
this rule is embedded in the heuristics used by Lai et al. (2014) to
generate their statistically generated artiﬁcial labeled data.
The Lai et al. (2014) posted results are better than those of Lai
et al. (2009) based on a reduction in both error rates when evalu-
ated on the set of labeledOE inventor records. Based on a balance of
low splitting and low lumping, Lai et al. (2014) performs similarly
to Lai et al. (2009) when evaluated on the set of labeled ALS inven-
tor records, with the Lai et al. (2014) lumping results being slightly
lower, but the Lai et al. (2009) results being slightly more balanced.
Across the two labeled datasets we have available, the Lai et al.
(2014) semi-supervised inventordisambiguationalgorithmtrained
on statistically generated artiﬁcial labeled data provides a more
robust (e.g. similar performance across our two datasets with dif-
ferent disambiguation features) and accurate set of disambiguation
results than the rule- and threshold-based approaches.
4.3. Evaluation of out-of-sample link prediction for supervised
learning models
To select a supervised learning approach to compare against
the previously discussed unsupervised and semi-supervised
approaches to inventor disambiguation, we ﬁrst evaluate the
effectiveness of ﬁve possible supervised learning models (or
“classiﬁcation models”) for link prediction in USPTO inventor dis-
ambiguation. Rather than test each model’s full disambiguation
results, we focus on each model’s ability to correctly predict pair-
wise links. Each model would use the same blocking scheme to
reduce computational time and the same hierarchical clustering
scheme to resolve pairwise transitivity violations, so it is not nec-
essary to evaluate these steps. The only part of the disambiguation
algorithmdescribed in Section3.3.3where thesemodelswould dif-
fer is the pairwise link prediction step (step 3.b). As such, the results
in the table below reﬂect pairwise match vs. non-match prediction
accuracy only. The full disambiguation algorithm is evaluated in
the next section.
Using pairwise comparisons of labeled inventor records, we
build and evaluate ﬁve commonly used classiﬁcationmodels.20 The
results shown in Table 7 are based on out-of-sample predictions of
20 We also tried using support vector machines (SVMs; see Hastie et al. (2009)
for more details) for the inventor disambiguation problem, but these yielded highly
unstable results. In somecases, theSVMmodels couldnotbebuilt ondatasetsof even
moderate size (<100,000 pairwise comparisons) due to computational restrictions.
As such, we opted to use classiﬁers which could take into account a larger set of
pairwise comparisons so that the training data could be as representative of the
disambiguation population as possible. Additionally, random forests yielded results
that were as good as or better than SVMs when tested on smaller subsets of training
data.
each classiﬁcation method. Recall that we use this out-of-sample
testing to ensure that the classiﬁcation models do not overﬁt to the
training data and will yield stable predictions on out-of-sample,
unlabeled comparisons of inventor records. Discriminant analysis
methods ﬁnd a combination of features that best separates two or
more classes of objects or events (e.g. match vs. non-match). Logis-
tic regression was used in the Lai et al. (2014) semi-supervised
learning approach and is one of the most well-known classiﬁca-
tion methods for binary responses. Classiﬁcation trees and random
forests are described in Section3.3.1. Each of these methods is
described in detail in Hastie et al. (2009).
Our goal is to have low, balanced splitting and lumping metrics.
By limiting and balancing both types of errors, we hope to achieve
results that yield more accurate lists of the most proliﬁc inventors,
will better approximate the total number of unique inventors, and
will not be biased by the mobility of inventors. Note that low split-
ting and high lumping (or vice versa) could be preferable for some
speciﬁc research questions. For example, suppose we wanted to
approximate the number of unique inventors in the database, but
for our particular application, it is better to underestimate than
to overestimate this quantity. In this case, having low splitting
and high lumping would be preferable, since this would inher-
ently decrease the number of unique inventors. For the purposes of
this paper, however, we want to balance low splitting and lumping
results, with the goal of accurate disambiguation results regardless
of the subsequent contextual application.
As can be seen in Table 7, logistic regression and random forests
perform best, with random forests having the lowest splitting
and lumping metrics of the ﬁve supervised learning methods. As
shown in Appendix H, these results are robust to cross-validated
standard errors on the pairwise link prediction results (Hastie et al.,
2009). Random forests are known to be powerful classiﬁers, and
are advantageous in our disambiguation context for several rea-
sons. First, they are designed to work well with large training
datasets. Second, because they are built using an ensemble of deci-
sion tree classiﬁers, they yield an estimate of the probability that
any record-pair matches. Finally, the underlying decision tree clas-
siﬁers provide an intuitive solution to the disambiguation problem.
That is, the if-else structure of a decision tree is similar to the struc-
ture of many ad-hoc disambiguation approaches, except that these
decision trees do not rely on human input – they learn the most
accurate ways to separate matching from non-matching pairs from
the training data. Because of the algorithm’s performance and the
advantages listed above, we choose to use it for the prediction step
of our supervised learning approach to inventor disambiguation.
4.4. Evaluation of random forests algorithm for disambiguation
The evaluation metrics shown in Table 7, do not reﬂect the
results of a full inventor disambiguation algorithm. The results only
comparepairsof records. Thesepairwise linksneed to subsequently
be consolidated into a set of IDs to resolve potential violations
of transitivity of pairwise matches. In this section, we evaluate
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Table 7
Evaluation of out-of-sample link prediction for supervised learning models.
Algorithm Type Training dataset Disambiguation dataset Evaluation dataset Splitting (%) Lumping (%)
Linear discriminant analysis Supervised OEtrain OEtest OEtest 8.48 1.66
Quadratic discriminant analysis Supervised OEtrain OEtest OEtest 3.19 1.62
Classiﬁcation trees Supervised OEtrain OEtest OEtest 2.22 2.49
Logistic regression Supervised OEtrain OEtest OEtest 1.68 1.64
Random forests Supervised OEtrain OEtest OEtest 0.61 0.73
the results of our full supervised learning inventor disambiguation
approach,which uses random forests to predict the probability that
pairs of records match, hierarchical clustering to resolve pairwise
transitivity violations, and blocking to reduce computational time.
We evaluate the model twice – once on the OE subset and once
on the ALS subset. In each case, we train the random forest model
on one group of records from each dataset (OEtrain and ALStrain),
then apply that model to disambiguate a different set of records
from that dataset (OEtest and ALStest). This out-of-sample testing
procedure helps reduce the probability that our models are overﬁt
to their training data, within the context of applying the model to
the same labeled dataset (i.e. OE or ALS). The results of this pro-
cedure are shown in Table 8. For comparison purposes, we also
include the results of the previously discussed unsupervised and
semi-supervised disambiguation approaches.
The random forest inventor disambiguation algorithm yields
results similar to those of the semi-supervised approach of Lai et al.
(2014) in that both maintain error rates below 3% across our two
available disambiguation contexts. For the OE dataset, the random
forest algorithm trained and run onOEperforms approximately the
same as Lai et al. (2014) trained on statistically generated artiﬁ-
cial labels and run on the full USPTO for splitting (2.09% vs. 2.49%),
but worse for lumping (1.26% vs. 0.39%). For the ALS dataset, the
random forest algorithm trained on OE and run on ALS performs
slightly better than Lai et al. (2014) on splitting (0.00% vs. 0.35%)
and slightly worse on lumping (0.8% vs. 0.04%). It is notable that
the random forest approach trained on OE has such low, balanced
splitting and lumping when applied to a dataset from an entirely
different industrial and institutional context (ALS). Overall, how-
ever, the semi-supervised learning approach trainedon statistically
generated artiﬁcial labels and run on the full USPTO slightly out-
performs the supervised learning approach in this example, based
on a balance of both low splitting and low lumping.
In Appendix G, we discuss sources of error and variation
across disambiguation algorithms. In Appendix H, we discuss our
approach for obtaining standard errors on the splitting and lump-
ing results for our random forests disambiguation algorithm via
cross-validation. The results of this procedure, shown in Table 17,
suggest that the above-discussed results hold given our algorithm’s
standard errors. We are unable to assess the standard errors for the
Lai et al. (2014) algorithm, or know where the posted results of Lai
et al. (2014) sit with respect to those standard errors.
4.5. Random forests trained on labeled records with different
feature distributions
A classiﬁcation algorithm will perform best when trained on
labeled data with useful features (in determining whether two
records are or are not a match) and a feature distribution that
matches the target population for disambiguation. Labeled data
that meets these requirements, however, can be costly (both in
terms of time and money) and difﬁcult or even impossible to
acquire. To help support future researchers using our disambigua-
tion code in assessing the value of garnering additional outside
labeled data for their context (compared to using the labeled OE
data we are able to provide), we evaluate the performance of our
supervised learningapproach inavarietyof trainingcontexts, to the
extent possible with our two labeled datasets. Our goal is to illus-
trate the consequences for the performance of our random forest
algorithm of being trained on labeled data with different extents
of useful features and different feature distributions than alone our
labeled OE dataset. With respect to useful features for disambigua-
tion, recall that one important difference between the OE and the
ALS datasets is that theALS dataset does not contain information on
records with similar names that after evaluation with labeled data
were found not to be matches. For differences in disambiguation
features across the two datasets, refer to Table 2. The results of this
procedure are shown in Table 9. To support comparison, in the last
six rows of the table we re-include the results of the random forest
trained on OE as well as the results of the Lai et al. (2009) and Lai
et al. (2014) posted results presented in Table 8.
As can be seen in Table 9, in all cases, training the random forest
algorithm on ALS data leads to reduced performance on the test
datasets, compared to training on the OE data. Training on the ALS
subset and evaluating on the ALS subset, the random forest algo-
rithm yields signiﬁcantly higher splitting (14.38% vs. 0.00%) and
somewhathigher lumping (3.68%vs. 0.8%) thanwhen trainedonOE
and run onALS. Training on theALS subset and evaluating on theOE
dataset yields, from the perspective of low, balanced splitting and
lumping, even worse results. While lumping is comparatively low
(0.29% vs. 1.26%) when training on ALS and running on OE, splitting
errors are extraordinarily high at 44.41% (compared to 2.09% for
trained on OE and run and tested on OE.) Adding ALS training data
into theOE trainingdata also in all cases leads to lowerperformance
than just training onOE. Training on amix of the OEtrain and ALStrain
Table 8
Evaluation of random forests algorithm for inventor disambiguation.
Algorithm Type Training dataset Disambiguation dataset Evaluation dataset Splitting (%) Lumping (%)
Random forests Supervised OEtrain OEtest OEtest 2.09 1.26
Random forests Supervised OEtrain ALStest ALStest 0.00 0.80
Fleming et al. (2007) Unsupervised NA OEfull OEfull 13.50 0.68
Fleming et al. (2007) Unsupervised NA ALSfull ALSfull 19.82 0.00
Lai et al. (2009) Unsupervised NA OEfull OEfull 8.39 4.13
Lai et al. (2009) Unsupervised NA ALSfull ALSfull 9.16 6.79
Lai et al. (2009) posted results Unsupervised NA USPTOfull OEfull 9.18 0.76
Lai et al. (2009) posted results Unsupervised NA USPTOfull ALSfull 0.24 0.35
Lai et al. (2014) posted results Semi-supervised NA USPTOfull OEfull 2.49 0.39
Lai et al. (2014) posted results Semi-supervised NA USPTOfull ALSfull 0.35 0.04
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Table 9
Disambiguating a target population with random forests trained on different labeled records.
Algorithm Type Training dataset Disambiguation dataset Evaluation dataset Splitting (%) Lumping (%)
Random forests Supervised ALStrain ALStest ALStest 14.36 3.68
Random forests Supervised ALStrain OEtest OEtest 44.41 0.29
Random forests Supervised OEtrain +ALStrain OEtest OEtest 11.19 0.72
Random forests Supervised OEtrain +ALStrain ALStest ALStest 0.12 3.75
Random forests Supervised OEtrain +ALStrain OEtest +ALStest OEtest +ALStest 7.70 1.34
Random forests Supervised OEtrain OEtest OEtest 2.09 1.26
Random forests Supervised OEtrain ALStest ALStest 0.00 0.80
Lai et al. (2009) posted results Unsupervised NA USPTOfull OEfull 9.18 0.76
Lai et al. (2009) posted results Unsupervised NA USPTOfull ALSfull 0.24 0.35
Lai et al. (2014) posted results Semi-supervised NA USPTOfull OEfull 2.49 0.39
Lai et al. (2014) posted results Semi-supervised NA USPTOfull ALSfull 0.35 0.04
subsets and evaluating on the OEtest subset, reduces the splitting
errors compared to training on ALS alone, but still signiﬁcantly
worse splitting than training just onOE. Likewise, andperhapsmost
surprisingly, training on amix of theOEtrain andALStrain subsets and
evaluating on the ALStest subset, reduces the splitting errors com-
pared to training on ALS alone, but still signiﬁcantlyworse splitting
than training just on OE and running on ALS. This reduced perfor-
mance of the random forest algorithmwhen training onALS ismost
likely driven by the ALS dataset’s lack of information on records
with similar inventor names where the records proved after being
checked with labeled data not to be a match.
Additional factors reducing the usefulness of the ALS labeled
dataset for training may include the slightly smaller size of the ALS
dataset relative to the OE dataset, the relatively low percentage
of missing ﬁelds in the ALS data, the reduced frequency of dif-
ferences in how the same inventor reports their name, and the
near-exclusive focus on U.S. inventors leading the random forest
algorithm to lack sufﬁcient training to perform well in alternative
contexts (e.g. contexts that are not the norm in the ALS dataset)
when trained on ALS. Additionally, as pointed out by Raffo and
Lhuillery (2009), differences in parsing methods for the ALS and
OE datasets could also lead to differences in matching, speciﬁcally
if the features used in the random forest models have differing
distributional characteristics across these two datasets.
To shed additional insight into the results in Table 9, we show
in Table 10 scaled Gini importance statistics for the random forest
model trained on each of the above datasets. The Gini impor-
tance statistics show how the labeled data on which a classiﬁer
is trained inﬂuences the relative importance of each disambigua-
tion feature in determining whether or not two records are a
match (Breiman, 2001). In Table 10, we scale the Gini importance
Table 10
Scaled Gini importance statistics for random forests trained on different samples of
labeled inventor records. “featurej” indicates a Jaro–Winkler comparison. “featuree”
indicates an exactmatching comparison for that feature. “feature3” indicates a com-
parison of the ﬁrst three characters.
Feature name OEtrain ALStrain OEtrain +ALStrain
last j 237.25 515.62 505.66
last e 182.13 228.17 285.90
last 3 47.91 201.25 212.09
ﬁrst j 2574.16 563.16 550.52
ﬁrst e 2537.82 182.76 283.18
ﬁrst 3 1379.38 382.86 357.12
mid j 354.62 102.45 296.74
mid e 257.23 100.19 337.66
city j 804.40 658.19 873.33
city e 887.55 514.86 629.78
state e 359.56 1014.40 1024.90
country e 1.41 4.42 130.83
sufﬁx e 0.62 12.69 2.09
assignee j 226.90 3019.73 2657.69
assignee e 149.05 2499.26 1852.52
statistics21 to support comparing the Gini importance statistics
across the three training datasets found in this paper: OEtrain,
ALStrain, andOEtrain +ALStrain. Note that the values of theGini impor-
tance statistics by themselves do not hold meaning, rather they
provide the relative importance of individual disambiguation fea-
tures in determining a match versus non-match within a given
model.
The random forest algorithm trained on OEtrain places more
emphasis on comparisons of ﬁrst name and of middle name than
the other two models. In contrast, assignee comparisons are not
a signiﬁcant factor in determining matches. For the random for-
est model trained on OE, last name comparisons remain important
in determining matches, but not as inﬂuential as ﬁrst name com-
parisons. This relative importance of the disambiguation features
in determining matches is a direct result of the construction (e.g.
nature and distribution of features) of our OE dataset: As discussed
in Section3.1.1, for each OE inventor for whom we had a CV, we
generated a list of potential matches that included all inventor
records in theUSPTOwith a last name similarity score of at least 0.9
with the last name on the inventor’s CV. We then used the inven-
tor’s CV information and follow-up calls with the inventor to label
each record as a match or non-match. Our resulting OE training
dataset contained 14,520 records that matched one of the 824 CVs
and 84,242 records that did not match to one of the 824 CVs. As a
result, the training data supplied to the random forest model con-
tains extensive informationonnon-matchingpairswith similar last
names, decreasing the importance of the last name comparisons in
the model.
In contrast, assignee comparisons are by far the most signiﬁ-
cant factor indeterminingmatches for the randomforest trainedon
ALStrain. This inﬂuence of assignees in determiningmatches is likely
the explanation for why these models do not perform well when
tested on alternative datasets. Again, the signiﬁcance of assignees
is again a function of the feature distribution of the ALS dataset.
For a signiﬁcant fraction of the hand-labeled inventors in the ALS
dataset, the matching pairs of inventor records always shared the
same assignee. This feature may have been a consequence of the
low probability of changing institutions of academics in the life sci-
ences, as noted in Azoulay et al. (2012). Including the ALS data in a
mixture of OE and ALS training data similarly leads the random for-
est model to place signiﬁcant weight on matching pairs of records
with the same assignee, leading to errorswhenmatching inventors
who change institutions.
In conclusion, the results of this section emphasize the impor-
tance of having training data that not only matches the feature
21 We scale each model’s Gini importance statistics by the total Gini importance
of that model, so that Gini importance across models are comparable. That is, we
divide each Gini importance by the sum of all Gini importance from its model, then
multiply by a constant scaling factor for interpretability.
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distribution of your target dataset for disambiguation, but also has
useful features – such as on non-matches – from which the model
can learn the best features fromwhich to determinewhen inventor
records should and should not match.
4.6. Evaluation of all algorithms on labeled inventor records from
OE sub-samples
Finally, and perhaps most importantly, we leverage differences
in feature distributions and disambiguation characteristics (likely
attributable to how proliﬁc each sample of inventors is) across
the four sub-samples of our labeled OE inventor records dataset
(OEMost, OERate, OEInt, and OERand) to evaluate all four disambigua-
tion algorithms discussed in this paper. From the perspective of
developing a generalizable approach robust to alternative disam-
biguation contexts likely to be found in the full USPTO, the ideal
disambiguation approach would offer low, balanced error rates
across each of these subsets, and perform consistently across all
four subsets. Speciﬁcally, an algorithm that yields low, balanced
error rates across all four samples would be preferable to an
algorithm that yield the lowest, balanced error rates for the pro-
liﬁc inventor samples but high, unbalanced error rates for other
samples. When evaluating the performance of an algorithm, the
consistency of a disambiguation algorithm’s performance is as
important a consideration as its accuracy: if an algorithm does not
have consistentperformanceacross inventor records fromdifferent
institutional, industrial, or individual contexts, the disambiguation
resultsmay introducecontext-speciﬁcbiases (corresponding todif-
ferent features and characteristics of the underlying records) into
the analyses of researchers using these results. For the random
forests algorithm,we train again onOEtrain, which is a stratiﬁed ran-
dom sample of inventors from each of the four subgroups. OEtrain
does not share any records with any of the four test sub-samples.
The results of this analysis are shown in Table 11.
When compared with Table 8, the results in Table 11 reveal
that the unsupervised and semi-supervised approaches suffer
from signiﬁcant false negative errors when applied to our random
sample of optoelectronic inventors. When evaluated on OEMost-test,
OERate-test, and OEInt-test, each disambiguation algorithm evaluated
here performs about the same as it does on the full set of labeled OE
inventor records. The two unsupervised approaches run on each of
the labeled inventor subsets have slightly better performance on
the OEMost-test, OERate-test, and OEInt-test samples thanwhen the same
algorithm is run on the full OE dataset. Breaking out the posted
results of the Lai et al. (2009) algorithm run on the full USPTO byOE
subset reveals that the algorithm has slightly better performance
on the OEMost-test and OEInt-test subsets and approximately the same
or slightly worse performance on the OERate-test subset compared
to the performance shown earlier for the full OE dataset. Breaking
out the posted results of the Lai et al. (2014) algorithm run on the
full USPTO by OE subset reveals that the algorithm has slightly
better performance on the OERate-test subset and approximately the
same or slightly worse performance on the OEMost-test and OEInt-test
subsets compared to the performance shown earlier for the full OE
dataset.
Overall, the Lai et al. (2014) and random forests algorithms
yield the most consistently low, balanced error rates on proliﬁc
inventors, with the Lai et al. (2014) having slightly better lump-
ing rates throughout. Since multiple important papers in TIE focus
on proliﬁc inventors (or “stars”) these consistently low, balanced
error rates for Lai et al. (2014) and random forests are important;
results from papers that focus on star inventors (Zucker and Darby,
1996; Zucker et al., 2011; Azoulay et al., 2010, 2012) will likely be
minimally affected by our ﬁndings if they use these or similar dis-
ambiguation approaches. We discuss the performance of all of the
approaches in this paper for proliﬁc inventors in further detail in
Appendix F. However, when evaluated on the random sample of
OE inventors (OERand), the unsupervised (Fleming et al., 2007; Lai
et al., 2009) and semi-supervised approaches (Lai et al., 2014) per-
form quite poorly – with splitting rates from 10 to over 20%. These
high splitting metrics indicate a high prevalence of false negative
errors in the disambiguation results. Even Lai et al. (2014), which
outperforms the random forests approach in earlier analyses, suf-
fers this high rate of false negative errors, with a splitting metric
of 10.54%. These results for Lai et al. (2014) align with those of (Ge
et al., 2014), who ﬁnd that Lai et al. (2014) over-estimate mobil-
ity on a sample of 13,181 individuals with online proﬁles. Note,
that while Ge et al. (2014) attribute the error in tracking mobil-
ity of engineers and scientists to using patents, our results suggest
that a signiﬁcant proportion of this error may be coming from the
disambiguation. Speciﬁcally, disambiguation algorithms with high
splitting rates identify patents belonging to one inventor in two
locations as belonging to two different inventors.
Similar to the discussion in Section4.1, this high prevalence
of false negative errors in the disambiguation results could have
implications forpastworkdoneusingalgorithmssimilar to Fleming
et al. (2007), Lai et al. (2009), and Lai et al. (2014). Indeed, Ge et al.
(2014) ﬁnd that out of six past ﬁndings on mobility and produc-
tivity based on inventors’ patent records where the matching of
inventors to patents was achieved through varying patent match-
ing and disambiguation methods, only one holds when mobility
is instead estimated based on the information in their linked in
sample. In the case of our study, the high false negative error rates
could also impact metrics involving lone inventors as sources of
breakthrough inventions, e.g. Fleming and Singh (2010), inventor
mobility, e.g. Marx et al. (2009), and knowledge diffusion across
inventor collaboration networks, e.g. Singh (2005).
Random forests, in contrast, yields consistently low, balanced
error rates across all four sub-samples of the labeled OE database.
On the OERand group, random forests has a lower splitting metric
(1.74%) than it does for any of the other three subgroups, while
maintaining a lumping metric of 2.48%. If the goal of a paper was
disambiguating our OE dataset, our random forest model trained
on the OE dataset is by far the best approach of those evaluated.
Extrapolation from the results presented in this paper the value
of our random forest model in a broader array of contexts is more
challenging. Our supervised learning approach – using blocking,
random forests, and hierarchical clustering – provides the most
consistent low, balanced, error rates across the labeled data sam-
ples available to us in this study, each of which has unique feature
distributions and disambiguation characteristics. The performance
ofour randomforestmodel trainedonOEand testedonALSandvice
versa (where error rates remain below 4%) and the performance of
our random forest model on our random sample of OE inventors
suggest that the our random forests algorithm may be less likely
to introduce systematic, context-speciﬁc biases into subsequent
research compared to the results of the unsupervised and semi-
supervised approaches discussed above. We are, however, limited
by the labeled datasets available to us in this study.
Future users will inevitably face the question of when to use
the labeled data we provide and when the value (in terms of more
accurate disambiguation) of obtaining additional labeled data will
outweigh the time and costs. Indeed, our process (in conjunction
with Akinsanmi et al. (2014) of collecting as carefully constructed
a labeled dataset as presented here, including collecting inven-
tor contact information from the top three professional societies
in optoelectronics, tracking down the inventors making up the
random OE sample, and re-checking patent lists with individual
inventors took three years and efforts by more than 14 individ-
uals (including 10 diligent and persuasive CMU undergraduates) to
complete. In situationswhere other labeled data does not exist, our
choice to build our supervised learning model on a minimum set of
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Table 11
Evaluation of all algorithms on labeled inventor records from OE sub-samples.
Algorithm Type Training dataset Disambiguation dataset Evaluation dataset Splitting (%) Lumping (%)
Random forests Supervised OEtrain OEMost-test OEMost-test 2.26 1.54
Random forests Supervised OEtrain OERate-test OERate-test 2.01 1.55
Random forests Supervised OEtrain OEInt-test OEInt-test 2.61 0.67
Random forests Supervised OEtrain OERand-test OERand-test 1.74 2.48
Fleming et al. (2007) Unsupervised NA OEMost-test OEMost-test 8.40 0.16
Fleming et al. (2007) Unsupervised NA OERate-test OERate-test 7.49 0.47
Fleming et al. (2007) Unsupervised NA OEInt-test OEInt-test 7.68 0.03
Fleming et al. (2007) Unsupervised NA OERand-test OERand-test 22.28 0.35
Lai et al. (2009) Unsupervised NA OEMost-test OEMost-test 8.17 1.10
Lai et al. (2009) Unsupervised NA OERate-test OERate-test 7.60 4.61
Lai et al. (2009) Unsupervised NA OEInt-test OEInt-test 7.71 0.36
Lai et al. (2009) Unsupervised NA OERand-test OERand-test 19.94 0.35
Lai et al. (2009) posted results Unsupervised NA USPTOfull OEMost-test 8.34 0.37
Lai et al. (2009) posted results Unsupervised NA USPTOfull OERate-test 9.19 0.85
Lai et al. (2009) posted results Unsupervised NA USPTOfull OEInt-test 5.49 0.29
Lai et al. (2009) posted results Unsupervised NA USPTOfull OERand-test 15.02 0.76
Lai et al. (2014) posted results Semi-supervised NA USPTOfull OEMost-test 2.50 0.33
Lai et al. (2014) posted results Semi-supervised NA USPTOfull OERate-test 1.64 0.23
Lai et al. (2014) posted results Semi-supervised NA USPTOfull OEInt-test 2.60 0.27
Lai et al. (2014) posted results Semi-supervised NA USPTOfull OERand-test 10.54 1.21
features combined with the results in Tables 8 and 11 suggest that
our model trained on OE labeled data may perform with error rates
below3% inother contexts including thosewithnon-star inventors.
More labeled data would be necessary to explore this conjecture
across a wider variety of contexts. In the case of industry- or other
context-speciﬁc studies, given that TIE researchers often for this
type of work make efforts to collect additional data on individuals,
they may choose to leverage the labeled data from their context
either in conjunction with or in place of the labeled data be provide
from OE for training their disambiguation algorithms. Importantly,
as shown in Table 9, when choosing to develop and leverage addi-
tional labeled data, it will be critical for researchers to include
information in their labeled dataset on both when similar names
are matches as well as when similar names are not matches. In the
case of the full USPTO, ideally, a repository would be developed
where researchers, as they completed their individual industry- or
context-speciﬁc studies, would describe (e.g. the collectionmecha-
nisms and features of) and share their labeled data. This larger pool
of labeled data could then be used by the TIE ﬁeld and beyond to
support better disambiguation.
5. Discussion
Modern methods for record linkage and disambiguation gen-
erally fall into one of three categories: unsupervised (including,
for the purposes of this paper, “rule- and threshold-based”)
approaches, semi-supervised learning approaches (including, for
the purposes of this paper those trained on statistically generated
artiﬁcial labels), and supervised learning approaches. To date, the
majority of disambiguation approaches in the ﬁeld of TIE have been
rule- and threshold-based, using heuristic, human-deﬁned deci-
sion rules to determine which records should be linked. Examples
include Trajtenberg et al. (2006), Fleming et al. (2007), and Lai
et al. (2009), all of which disambiguate inventors in the United
States Patent and Trademark Ofﬁce database. More recently, the
(Lai et al., 2014) apply a semi-supervised learning approach for
USPTO inventor disambiguation, using statistically generated arti-
ﬁcial trainingdata (pairs of records that arehighly likely to be either
matches or non-matches) to build statistical models that deter-
mine which records should be linked. We introduce the ﬁrst fully
supervised learning approach for USPTO inventor disambiguation.
Our approach leverages extensive sets of “labeled” (hand-matched
based on information from resumes) inventor records to build
“random forest” models (Breiman, 2001) to predict which pairs of
records should be linked.
We evaluate two rule- and threshold-based unsupervised
approaches for USPTO inventor disambiguation (Fleming et al.,
2007; Lai et al., 2009), the only semi-supervised learning approach
for USPTO inventor disambiguation (Lai et al., 2014), and our
supervised learning approach (using random forests) against two
extensive sets of labeled USPTO inventor records. The ﬁrst corre-
sponds to a set of 824 inventors with patents in the optoelectronic
industry, which can be split into four sub-samples (one of which
is a random sample of optoelectronics inventors) with varying
characteristics (Akinsanmi et al., 2014). The second is a sample
of academic inventors with patents in the life sciences (Azoulay
et al., 2012). Our evaluation criteria is the extent to which these
algorithms each to consistently achieve a balance of both low split-
ting errors and low lumping errors across the range of labeled
sub-samples with different disambiguation features available to
us. Here, consistent performance across contexts is equally impor-
tant to balance, as a disambiguation algorithm that performs
inconsistently across contexts would provide results that suggest
differences across, for example, institutional or industrial contexts
(or particular types of inventors) that are created by the disam-
biguation algorithm rather than being a reality in the original data.
We ﬁnd that the random forests classiﬁcation approach yields
the most consistently low, balanced error rates across all samples,
each of which has different feature distributions and disambigua-
tion characteristics.
We ﬁnd that the performance of the three past disambigua-
tion algorithms that we evaluate have high splitting rates, and
have performance that varies with the features of the dataset to
be disambiguated. Fleming et al. (2007), which is similar to the
majority of past disambiguation approaches to the USPTO includ-
ing, for example, (Singh, 2005; Jones, 2005), has a relatively high
splitting rate, regardless of dataset. Lai et al. (2009), which takes a
more advanced approach and is similar to past approaches such as
(Trajtenberg et al., 2006; Lissoni et al., 2006; Miguelez and Gomez-
Miguelez, 2011), performs relatively well at disambiguating the
set of academics in the life sciences with patents. In the academic
life sciences dataset, inventors appear to submit relatively consis-
tent information to the USPTO (something we hypothesize may
be more likely for academics and non-mobile inventors), include
their middle initial, and are primarily U.S. based. However, Lai et al.
(2009) fairs less well on the optoelectronics dataset, where middle
names and other ﬁelds are frequently missing, and the proportion
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of U.S. inventors is (as in the full USPTO) only approximately half
of all inventors in the sample. The semi-supervised Lai et al. (2014)
algorithm, in turn, at ﬁrst appears to outperform all other inven-
tor disambiguation algorithms (including our supervised learning
approach) on both the full academic life sciences and the full opto-
electronics datasets.
When we examine the performance of each algorithm on dif-
ferent subsets of inventors in optoelectronics; however, we ﬁnd
that the semi-supervised approach’s performance is inconsistent
across contexts and has signiﬁcant splitting errors. Speciﬁcally, we
ﬁnd signiﬁcant errors for the unsupervised and semi-supervised
approaches on the random sample of optoelectronic inventors. The
semi-supervised approach continues to perform well on highly
proliﬁc inventors, yielding substantially better error rates than
the unsupervised approaches and slightly better error rates than
our random forests approach. However, the unsupervised and the
semi-supervised approaches yield false negative error rates ran-
ging from10% (for the semi-supervised approach) tomore than20%
on the random sample of optoelectronic inventors. While biases in
disambiguating any particular groupwould be concerning, the ran-
domsampleofoptoelectronic inventors isparticularly signiﬁcant in
that it is theclosestof our sub-samples towhatmightbeexpectedof
the majority of inventors in the USPTO (based on disambiguation-
relevant comparison metrics). Our supervised learning approach,
using random forests trained on OE, consistently maintains error
rates below 3% across the four OE samples as well as the ALS
data.
Our results suggest it important for the ﬁeld to continue to
pursue disambiguation approaches that are consistent across dis-
ambiguation contexts with varying features. Indeed, our analysis
suggests that a substantial proportion of the error identiﬁed by Ge
et al. (2014) in the tracking of mobility of engineers and scientists
using patents may be attributable to the matching procedure or
disambiguation algorithm itself. The performance of our algorithm
on additional USPTO datasets (e.g. other contexts as well as the full
USPTO database) is inevitably limited by the features of the labeled
USPTO inventor records towhichwe had access. Incorporating into
our training data labeled records with useful features from alter-
native samples will likely improve our random forests algorithm’s
ability to disambiguate additional USPTO datasets, since this will
allow samples of records with different features to be represented
and accounted for in our models. Importantly, it will be critical
for this labeled training data to include information not only on
matches, but also on the records with similar inventor names that
are not matches. To continue to improve inventor disambiguation
in the USPTO, as well as our interpretation of research leverag-
ing the results of past disambiguation algorithms, it will also be
important to continue to evaluate existing approaches onother sets
of labeled inventor records, both to identify other areas of poten-
tial bias and to further improve learning models used for USPTO
inventor disambiguation. It will similarly be essential to evaluate
our algorithm when applied to new contexts or trained on new
datasets as well as new learning algorithms on labeled data before
using them to develop theory. Going forward, it is imperative that
the ﬁeld moves towards requiring authors to state as part of their
theoretical papers the disambiguation approach used to generate
the data upon which the theory is built, including a discussion of
where that disambiguation approach may have biases.
To support researchers seeking to apply the supervised
learning approach we describe in this paper, we make public
(http://www.cmu.edu/epp/disambiguation) all code and labeled
optoelectronics inventor records associated with our approach. In
our code, we allow users to specify their desired susceptibility
to false positive and false negative disambiguation errors in the
results. We also release the set of labeled optoelectronics inventor
records used in our analyses so that other researchers in the ﬁeld
can use them for evaluating their own disambiguation approaches
and/or building their own supervised learning models. Addition-
ally, we allow users to use their own training data, so that those
interested in building on our work or in disambiguating speciﬁc
sub-samples can do so more accurately (provided they have or are
able to collect a representative training dataset for their disam-
biguation contextwithuseful features). Finally, our disambiguation
code works for disambiguation problems both within and outside
of the USPTO context. That is, any researcher interested in disam-
biguating any database with any features can use our code for this
purpose, provided that they have their own set of labeled training
data.
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Appendix A. Optoelectronics classes and subclasses
The following classes and subclasses have been designated
as belonging to the optoelectronics industry (format: Class
ID/Subclass ID; * denotes all subclasses within this class; – denotes
a range of subclasses within this class):
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Fig. 3. Overlap between curricula vitae groups/samples.
720/∗,356/∗,372/∗,385/∗,359/∗,398/∗,250/200–339,
250/551,438/24,438/25,438/27,353/∗,257/13,257/21,
257/53–56,257/59,257/79–103,257/113–118,
257/184–189,257/225–234,257/257–258,257/290–294,
257/431–466,G9B/7
Deﬁnitions for these classes and subclasses can be found at:
http://www.uspto.gov/web/patents/classiﬁcation/.
Appendix B. Overlap between groups of curricula vitae
samples
Akinsanmi et al. (2014) provide the following graphic (Fig. 3),
which details the overlaps between the different CV groups
described in Section3.1.1.
Themost relevant group to our results and ﬁndings in this paper
is the “Rand” group, described in Section3.1.1. Note that this group
only has six of 169 unique inventors overlapping with the other
groups (fourwith the “Rate” group, and twowith the “Most” group).
This indicates that the “Rand” group is not biased towards pro-
liﬁc inventors, which we expect since it is a random sample of OE
inventors.
For more information, please refer to Akinsanmi et al. (2014).
Appendix C. Comparing two inventor records
In disambiguation, we compare pairs of inventor records and
determine if each pair is a match (the same unique inventor) or
a non-match (two non-unique inventors). Several authors analyze
the best approaches to comparing different types of ﬁelds (names,
companies, locations, etc) for record linkage and disambiguation
purposes.We direct interested readers to theworks of Elmagarmid
et al. (2007), Bilenko andMooney (2003b), Bilenko et al. (2003), and
Christen (2006) for further details on these discussions.
In order to make the match vs. non-match decision, we need
to know how similar the pair of inventor records is. To do this, we
describe the similarity of each ﬁeld with a numerical value indicat-
ing how closely two records match. For the purposes of this paper,
we deﬁne all of these “similarity scores” as  ijk, which represents
the similarity score of records xi and xj according to ﬁeld k, where
i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . ., n}, k∈ {1, 2, . . ., K}, K= the number of unique ﬁelds
being compared, and n= the number of records in the database
There are three different types of ﬁelds that are compared:
Long strings, short strings, and lists. In the next sections, we deﬁne
similarity scores for each ﬁeld in our dataset and discuss the com-
putational issues for large numbers of comparisons. Our choices of
similarity scores are motivated by previous authors’ work in name
disambiguation (Winkler, 1990; Bilenko and Mooney, 2003b; Lai
et al., 2009), and it should be noted that changing these similarity
scores could affect thedisambiguation results.Wealso tried includ-
ing marginal effects for other features, such as commonness of ﬁrst
or last name, in our models. However, these marginal effects were
insigniﬁcant in the resulting models, so we do not show them here.
C.1. Long text strings: inventor, city, and assignee names
Long strings, such as assignee and inventor names, are suscepti-
ble to typographical errors and name variations. For example, none
of “Sony Corporation,” “Sony Corporatoin,” and “Sony Corp.” will
match using simple exact matching. Similarly, “David” vs. “Dave”
would not match. It is clear that more advanced string comparison
methods are necessary for long strings.
The Jaro–Winkler string comparison (JW) method takes two
strings as input and compares the characters and positions of
matching characters across two strings (Winkler, 1990). The
Jaro–Winkler string comparator provides a simple solution for
quantifying the similarity of a pair of text strings, and its results
have intuitive properties. The result is a score between 0 and 1
(inclusive) that indicates how similar two strings are to each other;
if two strings are an exactmatch, their JW scorewill be 1. Themath-
ematical details of the calculation of JW scores are given inWinkler
(1990). Brieﬂy, given two long strings Xik and Xjk for inventors i and
j and ﬁeld k,  ijk =1 if Xik =Xjk, and  ijk =0 if none of the characters
in Xik are also in Xjk. For our dataset, the long string ﬁelds are ﬁrst
name, last name, middle name, assignee name, and inventor city.
This approach is also used by other researchers, including Lai
et al. (2009) and Lai et al. (2014). However, note that our supervised
learning approach is ﬂexible and does not depend on a speciﬁc type
of string comparison. In the models used in this paper, we also use
SoundEx to compare name attributes. SoundEx is described in fur-
ther detail in Bilenko andMooney (2003b), andwedirect interested
readers here. We note that Jaro–Winkler similarity scores are more
important in our random forests models than SoundEx similarity
scores, according to Gini importance index for each of our models.
Finally, other string comparisonmetrics such as the Levenshtein
distance were tried (Levenshtein, 1966), but did not improve our
models or results. Several other string comparison metrics exist,
such as Token-based similarities, Metaphone, N-grams, and still
several others. We choose to use a small set of string similar-
ity metrics so as to avoid overﬁtting our models to the training
data, and tomimic the comparisons done by earlier disambiguation
approaches (e.g. Lai et al. (2009)). We direct interested readers to
theworksofElmagarmidet al. (2007), BilenkoandMooney (2003b),
Bilenko et al. (2003), and Christen (2006) for more details on string
similarity metrics.
C.2. Short text strings: state, country, and name sufﬁx
If ﬁeldk is a short string,wedeﬁne the similarity scoreas follows.
Given two short strings Xik and Xjk for inventors i and j and ﬁeld k,
 ijk =1 if Xik =Xjk, and  ijk =0 if Xik /= Xjk. That is, we check pairs of
short strings for exact matches only.
Short string ﬁelds include the inventor name sufﬁx, inventor
state, and inventor country. We use exact matching for these ﬁelds
because they are generally not susceptible to typos, and we do not
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want to give non-identical strings with similar characters a non-
zeroweight, suchas the state abbreviations “MA”and “MN”. Finally,
note thatmany existing disambiguation approaches, such as the Lai
et al. (2009) algorithm, also use exact matching for short strings.
C.3. Lists: co-inventors, classes, and subclasses
Each inventor record has two lists associated with it: (1) the
list of co-inventors and (2) the list of class-subclass pairs for the
corresponding patent. There are several different ways to quantify
the similarity of two lists of co-inventors or class-subclass pairs. For
the purposes of this paper, we use the following approach when
comparing lists of co-inventors or class-subclass pairs. Given two
lists Xik and Xjk for inventors i and j and ﬁeld k:
ijk =
|Xik ∩ Xjk|
|Xik ∪ Xjk|
That is, list similarity scores ﬁnd the ratio of shared elements
to unique elements across the two lists. Again, note that other list
similarity scores could be substituted here.
Appendix D. Hierarchical clustering
The following discussion of the relationship between enforcing
transitivity in the context of deduplication and applying single-
linkage hierarchical clustering to identify clusters of records that
refer to the same unique entity is taken from Ventura et al. (2014).
Mathematically, enforcing transitivity of pairwise matches in
deduplication is equivalent tousing single linkagehierarchical clus-
tering with distance matrix D to identify unique entities, where
D[i, j] = dˆij = h(pˆij), pˆij is theestimatedprobabilityof xi, xj matching,
and h is some monotonically decreasing function. When transitiv-
ity is enforced, pairwise match/non-match decisions are made by
comparing pˆij to some threshold. Let 0 < a≤1 be the threshold, let
 =h(a), and (without loss of generality) let h(x) = 1− x. Then, all
pairs of records with pˆij ≥ a are considered pairwise matches. Con-
sequently, all pairs of records with dˆij = h(pˆij) = 1 − pˆij ≤ 1 − a = 
are considered pairwise matches. Thus, cutting the single linkage
hierarchical clustering tree at the level  is equivalent to linking
all pairs of records with pˆij ≥ a = h−1() and enforcing transitiv-
ity amongst those pairwise links. Hartigan (1981) shows that the
single linkagehierarchical clustering solution is consistent forhigh-
density clusters, a useful property for deduplication applications
with identical records (or “exact matches”).
Appendix E. Blocking, computational complexity, and
parallelization
Computational issues can make it challenging to apply our
supervised learning approach to large-scale disambiguation prob-
lems. If a database has n records, then estimating all
(
n
2
)
probabilities/distances is an O(n2) operation. As such, we use
a technique called “blocking” to reduce computational com-
plexity. A blocking rule partitions the data into homogeneous
groups of records that share some basic feature or set of fea-
tures. Blocking is done for two reasons: reducing the number of
false positive errors and preventing the algorithm from making
unnecessary/computationally taxing comparisons. In particular,
wepartition then records intoB “blocks,” so that similar records are
placed into the sameblock. Then,weonly calculate estimatedprob-
abilities/distances for pairs of records within blocks; records that
are not in the same block are not compared, substantially reduc-
ing the comparison space. Blocking is a commonly used tool for
record linkage, with approaches dating back as far as the origi-
nal Fellegi–Sunter model (Fellegi and Sunter, 1969) and continuing
with more modern approaches (Kelley, 1984).
Blocking results in a set of B blocks, each of size nb, with b=1, . . .,
B with
∑B
b=1nb = n. As a result, blocking reduces the total number
of comparisons (or pairwise probability/distance estimates) from(
n
2
)
to
∑B
b=1
(
nb
2
)
. The worst-case computational complexity
of our approach, after blocking, is now O(Bn2(B)), where n(B) is the
size of the largest block. (Note that n(B) 	n, so that the number of
comparisons within each block b is feasible.) Assuming that n(B)
is roughly constant with respect to n and that B increases linearly
with n, then the run-time of the algorithm is now linear in n.
Furthermore, the operations performed within each block are
independent of each other. That is, comparisons in block bi do
not have any effect on comparisons in block bj, i /= j. As a result,
our record linkage procedure is trivially parallelizable across the B
blocks. If we run this procedure on a machine with C processors,
then the computational complexity is now reduced to (approxi-
mately) O(Bn2(B)/C).
Appendix F. Identiﬁcation of proliﬁc inventors
Table 11 shows that our random forests approach yields the
most consistently low, balanced false positive and false negative
error rates across each of the OE sub-samples. Both the Lai et al.
(2014) semi-supervised learning algorithm trained on statistically
generated artiﬁcial labels and our random forests supervised learn-
ing algorithmperformwellwhendisambiguating proliﬁc inventors
from the labeled OE inventor records dataset. In contrast, the two
unsupervised, rule- and threshold-based algorithms yield higher
false negative error rates (above 7%). Since disambiguating proliﬁc
inventors is an important task, we analyze each algorithm’s disam-
biguation results for proliﬁc inventors in more detail. In particular,
we are interested in the number of top proliﬁc inventors missed
and added by each algorithm. We are also interested in the number
of patents missed and added per top inventor, as well as the num-
ber of assigneesmissed andaddedper top inventor. In the following
table,we compare thesemetrics for proliﬁc inventors (deﬁned here
to be inventors with at least 20 patents) for each of the inventor
disambiguation algorithms evaluated in this paper (Table 12).
Random forests and the Lai et al. (2014) posted disambiguation
results outperform the Fleming et al. (2007) and Lai et al. (2009)
unsupervised, rule- and threshold-based algorithms on most dis-
ambiguationmetrics forproliﬁc inventors. Thenumberof inventors
they mistakenly miss or add to a list of the top inventors is lower
than the other algorithms. Similarly, the number of patents missed
or added per top inventor is comparatively low for both algorithms.
Since inventor mobility (across ﬁrms/assignees) is important in
many research contexts (e.g. Marx et al., 2009), we also examined
the number of assignees missed and added per proliﬁc inventor
for each disambiguation algorithm. Although most disambiguation
approaches perform well here, note that random forests has the
lowest average number of assignees missed, while Lai et al. (2014)
has the lowest average number of assignees added per proliﬁc
inventor. Bothof thesealgorithmsperformwellwhendisambiguat-
ingproliﬁc inventors, supporting the evidenceprovided inTable 11.
F.1. Evaluation of all algorithms on “Top 1%” versus “Rest” subsets
of the ALS labeled data
For completeness, to mirror Table 11, we partition the labeled
ALS dataset into two subsets: ALStop and ALSrest. Based on Azoulay
et al. (2012), these twosubsets should correspondapproximately to
the top 1% and remaining 99% of inventors in the USPTO, as deﬁned
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Table 12
Post-disambiguation results for proliﬁc OE inventors (20+ patents through 2010).
Algorithm Top inventors
missed
Top inventors
added
Patents missed per
top inventor
Patents added per
top inventor
Assignees missed
per top inventor
Assignees added
per top inventor
Random forests 6 4 0.78 0.44 0.09 0.25
Fleming et al. (2007) 13 9 2.60 0.10 0.37 0.06
Lai et al. (2009) 12 9 2.39 3.91 0.39 1.34
Lai et al. (2009) posted results 6 6 2.56 0.27 0.35 0.09
Lai et al. (2014) posted results 6 3 1.60 0.16 0.26 0.06
Table 13
Evaluation of all algorithms on labeled inventor records from ALS subsets.
Algorithm Type Training dataset Disambiguation dataset Evaluation dataset Splitting (%) Lumping (%)
Random forests Supervised OEtrain ALStop ALStop 0.00 0.00
Random forests Supervised OEtrain ALSrest ALSrest 0.00 2.10
Fleming et al. (2007) Unsupervised NA ALStop ALStop 20.74 0.22
Fleming et al. (2007) Unsupervised NA ALSrest ALSrest 17.64 0.00
Lai et al. (2009) Unsupervised NA ALStop ALStop 9.16 1.73
Lai et al. (2009) Unsupervised NA ALSrest ALSrest 9.20 10.94
Lai et al. (2009) posted results Unsupervised NA USPTOfull ALStop 0.12 0.00
Lai et al. (2009) posted results Unsupervised NA USPTOfull ALSrest 0.52 0.74
Lai et al. (2014) posted results Semi-supervised NA USPTOfull ALStop 0.13 0.00
Lai et al. (2014) posted results Semi-supervised NA USPTOfull ALSrest 0.86 0.08
by the cumulativenumberofpatentsper inventor asof 2004. Inven-
torswith 17 ormore patents are in the top 1%,while inventorswith
fewer than 17 patents are in the remaining 99%. Results are shown
in Table 13.
As in Table 8 where the algorithms were run on ALS without
the subsets, here again random forests, Lai et al. (2009), and Lai
et al. (2014) all perform well on the ALS datasets – whether the
subset of inventors with more than 17 patents, or the remaining
inventors with fewer patents. All three algorithms perform slightly
worse on the subset of inventors with less than 17 patents than on
the subset of inventors with more than 17 patents. As in Table 8,
the Fleming et al. (2007) algorithm continues to have high splitting
errors on both subsets, with slightly higher splitting errors on the
top inventors with more than 17 patents than on the remaining
99%.
F.2. Evaluation of all algorithms on labeled inventor records from
superstars subset of ALS
As noted in Section3.1.2, the ALS database is the compilation
of three data collection efforts: a labeled dataset of all members of
the Association of American Medical Colleges who patent (Azoulay
et al., 2007),22 a labeled dataset of elite academic life scientists
who patent (Azoulay et al., 2012), and any additional information
available from a real-time data collection effort to update the infor-
mation on each of these two populations to the current time.While
innoneof the three cases doAzoulay and co-authors have a curricu-
lum vitae for every inventor, the effort with the most information
for labeling inventors with their patents, and thus arguably the
most accurate labels, is the labeled dataset of elite academic life sci-
entists (Azoulay et al., 2012). In Tables 14 and 15 below, we look at
this subset of theALSdataset associatedwith elite academic life sci-
ences who patent, and for which, of the ALS inventors, we arguably
have the best labels. We show the disambiguation features of this
subset of the labeled ALS data in Table 14. We then evaluate how
each of the algorithms performs on this subset of elite academic
life scientists within the ALS labeled data. Recall from Section3.1.2,
22 Note that Pierre Azoulay only provided uswith access to the inventor labels.We
had no access to the raw AAMC data.
that although these are elite academic life scientists according to
a set of criteria deﬁned by Azoulay et al. (2012), not all of the elite
academic life scientists are proliﬁc patentors.
As can be seen in Table 14, when comparing the subset of elite
academic life scientists who patent to the full set of inventors in
the ALS dataset only two disambiguation features are strikingly
different: on average the elite academic life scientists patent more
(nearly twice as much), and move less (on average they only have
one institutional location over the time span covered) than the
broader set of inventors in the full ALS dataset.
As can be seen in Table 15, when compared to the disambigua-
tion results on the full ALS dataset shown in Table 8, the random
forest algorithm, Lai et al. (2009) algorithm, and Lai et al. (2014)
algorithm all perform slightly better on the elite academic life
scientists subset than they did on the full ALS dataset. This slight
improvement is likely due to the subset of elite academic life scien-
tists who patent being relatively easy to disambiguate due to their
low mobility, and not due in any way to greater potential accuracy
in the labeling process itself. There is no change in the performance
Fleming et al. (2007) algorithm when implemented and evaluated
on the full ALS data versus just the ALS stars subset.
Appendix G. Sources of error and variation in
disambiguation algorithms
All disambiguation algorithms are subject to different types of
error, but not all are subject to variation (e.g. changes in matches
dependingon thebroader set of dataonwhich the algorithm is run).
We summarize differences in the types of error and possibilities for
variation for each approach below.
Rule- and threshold-based approaches to disambiguation are
subject to systematic error (and thus bias) resulting from the
speciﬁc rules that they use. For example,many rule- and threshold-
based approaches to disambiguation use “expert knowledge” of the
underlying data or subject to create decision rules used for disam-
biguation. However, this “expert knowledge” can be incorrect (e.g.
biased) or, alternatively, appropriate for particular contexts but not
for others. Rule- and threshold-based approaches are determinis-
tic, meaning that they will make the same decision for any pair
of records regardless of the larger dataset within which those pairs
are embedded. Thus, the overall splitting and lumping valuesmight
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Table 14
Inventor disambiguation statistics: optoelectronics, academic life sciences, academic life sciences superstars, and overall USPTO.
Disambiguation statistic Optoelectronics ALS ALS stars Overall USPTO
Number of records 98,762 53,378 23,894 9,358,182
Number of unique labeled inventors 824 15,202 3760 NA
Inventors per patent (mean) 2.86 2.70 2.91 2.21
Classes per patent (mean) 1.87 2.08 2.12 NA
Subclasses per patent (mean) 4.33 5.38 5.62 NA
Patents per labeled inventor (mean) 17.62 3.51 6.35 NA
Assignees per labeled inventor (mean) 3.90 3.30 1.00 NA
Length of last name (mean) 5.45 6.55 6.56 6.48
Length of ﬁrst name (mean) 6.09 5.72 5.71 5.84
Percent of missing middle names 48.80% 19.02% 16.75% 51.10%
Percent of missing assignees 4.98% 0.00% 0.00% 9.02%
Percent of United States inventors 54.30% 98.93% 99.63% 50.36%
Percent of last names in census top 200 25.78% 10.56% 10.92% 8.34%
change when you run a rule- or threshold-based algorithm on a
bigger or smaller datasets due to having different pairs within the
dataset, but the decisions made about each of the record pairs will
always be the same (match vs. non-match). As such, we do not
provide “standard errors” on the splitting and lumping error rates
for rule- and threshold-based approaches, since they will provide
the same result each time when run on the data we have available.
Semi-supervised and supervised learning approaches to disam-
biguation are subject to different types of error in different steps
of the algorithm. Both the Lai et al. (2014) semi-supervised algo-
rithm and the random forests supervised algorithm described in
Section3.3.3 have the following three parts, eachwhichmay lead to
speciﬁc types of error in the disambiguation results.We summarize
these parts and their potential sources of error below.
G.1. Blocking
Both algorithms’ ﬁrst step is to partition the records into groups
of loosely similar records, or “blocks.” Comparison of records is only
performed within blocks, and never across blocks; records that
are not in the same block are assumed to be non-matches. This
step will induce false negative errors if record-pairs that should be
matched are split across blocks. Blocking schemes should be cho-
sen to reduce this type of error and thus the rate at which these
false negative errors occur. Note that blocking can also be part of
the rules used in rule- and threshold-based approaches. Blocking
is deterministic, and will group the same record-pairs together in
a block regardless of changes in the overall dataset. That said, as
a dataset grows, more pairs may be grouped with that pair in the
block, which could lead to variation in the results in future stages
of the algorithm (e.g. the clustering stage).
G.2. Link prediction – estimating pairwise probabilities of
matching
The algorithm’s second step is to estimate the probability of
matching for all record-pairs in all blocks. To predict these pairwise
probabilities of matching, Lai et al. (2014) use a logistic regres-
sion classiﬁer, while we use a random forest classiﬁer. The rates
of false positive and false negative errors in this link prediction
step of semi-supervised and supervised learning models depend
on the representativeness, size, and usefulness of features in data
on which they are trained. This step is not deterministic. If these
algorithms are trained on different data, they will predict different
pairwise probabilities of matching.
Given the variation depending on training data, an out-of-
sample testing procedure, such as the one we use to help avoid
overﬁtting to our training data is also a source of variation. The
methodwe choose to split our overall labeled data into training and
testing subsets can lead to variation in our ﬁnal evaluation results.
Similarly, to avoid over-dependence on choice of features, the ran-
dom forest classiﬁer is designed to repeatedly take randomsamples
from the features and training data when building the classiﬁer.
This procedure, while beneﬁcial to overall results, can also lead to
additional variation.
Since the Lai et al. (2014) algorithm’s training data uses a
set of rules (determined by human/expert knowledge) to deter-
mine which record-pairs in the artiﬁcially labeled training data
are matches and non-matches, we expect this algorithm to behave
slightly differently than a semi-supervised algorithm trained on
labeled data. Similar to rule- and threshold-based approaches, any
bias in these rules could bias the chosen training data, which could
in turn lead to biased models and prediction errors. We would not
expect variation based on differences in the training data, since
the training data here is rules-based. The exception would be if
they changed their training data, such as by changing the rules or
sampling from their artiﬁcial training data.
G.3. Hierarchical linkage clustering
Both algorithms’ ﬁnal step is to cluster the records based on
their pairwise dissimilarities (calculated from the pairwise prob-
abilities of matching). In this step, records with low dissimilarity
(high match probability) are linked, and record-pairs with high
Table 15
Evaluation of all algorithms on labeled inventor records from superstars subset of ALS.
Algorithm Type Training
dataset
Disambiguation
dataset
Evaluation
dataset
Splitting (%) Lumping (%)
Random forests Supervised OEtrain Starstest Starstest 0.00 0.18
Fleming et al. (2007) Unsupervised NA Starsfull Starsfull 19.82 0.00
Lai et al. (2009) Unsupervised NA Starsfull Starsfull 10.47 3.15
Lai et al. (2009) posted results Unsupervised NA USPTOfull Starsfull 0.13 0.18
Lai et al. (2014) posted results Semi-supervised NA USPTOfull Starsfull 0.27 0.00
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Table 16
Evaluation of out-of-sample link prediction for supervised learning models (with standard errors).
Algorithm Type Training
dataset
Disambiguation
dataset
Evaluation
dataset
Splitting %
(standard error)
Lumping %
(standard error)
Linear discriminant analysis Supervised OEtrain OEtest OEtest 8.48 (0.17) 1.66 (0.14)
Quadratic discriminant analysis Supervised OEtrain OEtest OEtest 3.19 (0.19) 1.62 (0.12)
Classiﬁcation trees Supervised OEtrain OEtest OEtest 2.22 (0.12) 2.49 (0.19)
Logistic regression Supervised OEtrain OEtest OEtest 1.68 (0.08) 1.64 (0.11)
Random forests Supervised OEtrain OEtest OEtest 0.61 (0.05) 0.73 (0.06)
dissimilarity (lowmatchprobability) arenot linked, subject to some
dissimilarity threshold. If the chosen threshold is too high, this
may induce false positive errors, since a high threshold will match
record-pairs at higher dissimilarity levels. Similarly, if the chosen
threshold is too low, this may induce false negative errors, since a
lowthresholdwill imposea stricterdissimilarity level formatching.
In the case of our random forest algorithm,we choose our threshold
empirically based on out-of-sample testing, such that it will min-
imize the total number of false positive and false negative errors
induced by the clustering step.
The clustering approachwill always yield the same results if run
on the same dataset. However, if the size of the dataset changes,
then there could be variation in the clustering results. For exam-
ple, when there is more data, additional information on new pairs
can enable the hierarchical clustering algorithm to link previously
unliked records into the same cluster. In hierarchical clustering, the
way the results may change depends on the linkage method being
used (e.g. single, average, complete, etc). We discuss this in Sec-
tion3.2. Both Lai et al. (2014) and our random forest algorithm use
single linkage clustering.
Since Lai et al. (2014) do not provide the full code for their algo-
rithm, we are unable to assess the standard errors associated with
changes in the training data or with the dataset on which it is run
for disambiguation. We also are unable to assess where the posted
results’ error rates are (e.g. mean, median, top of the range, bot-
tom of the range) within the range of results associated with this
algorithm’s standard error.
We assess the standard error in our full supervised random
forest algorithm empirically using cross-validation (Hastie et al.,
2009). These standard errors represent the variations described
above in the link prediction and clustering steps. The approach is
discussed and results shown in Appendix H.
Appendix H. Standard errors on pairwise link prediction
results for supervised learning approaches
Below, we include a version of Table 7 that includes standard
errors on the splitting and lumping results, obtained via a version
of cross-validation. As described in Hastie et al. (2009), cross-
validation randomly partitions the data into training and testing
subsetsmany times and obtains a statisticalmeasure on the testing
dataset (often the out-of-sample prediction error rates). In our case,
the measures we obtain are the out-of-sample splitting and lump-
ing rates. After obtaining the splitting and lumping results many
times, we calculate an empirical cross-validated standard error on
these metrics, shown in Table 16.
When randomly partitioning the data into training and testing
subsets, we do not sample from the records directly, since for any
given CV inventor, there aremany near-duplicate inventor records.
That is, we do not want these near-duplicates to be split across
training and testing datasets, since including similar records in
both subsets would artiﬁcially improve the accuracy of our mod-
els. Instead, we sample from the CV inventor IDs themselves, so
that we have records from one random set of inventors used for
training and records from another set of inventors used for testing.
By doing so, we ensure that our error metrics are representative
of what would occur if our disambiguation algorithm was used on
another dataset in practice.
As Table 16 shows the standard errors on the prediction results
of the different supervised learningmethods are small. The random
forest classiﬁer was consistently better at pairwise link prediction
than the other supervised learning approaches according to our
splitting and lumping metrics.
Next, we obtain standard errors on the entire disambiguation
procedure, using randomforests as our classiﬁer. The speciﬁc cross-
validation procedure we use to obtain the standard errors is given
below:
For i between 1 and 1000:
1. Randomly partition the data into training and testing subsets
according to the procedure set forth in Section3.1.1. We call
these sets OEtraini and OEtesti .
2. Train a classiﬁer on pairwise comparisons from the OEtraini
dataset.
3. Apply the classiﬁer to the OEtesti dataset using the procedure
described in Section3.3.3. Note that for the results shown in
Table 16, we only perform the pairwise link prediction step,
ignoring the blocking and clustering steps, since our goal with
this table is only to evaluate the performance of each classiﬁer.
In Table 17, we perform the entire disambiguation procedure
since the goal is to evaluate the error of the entire procedure as
a whole.
Table 17
Evaluation of random forests algorithm for inventor disambiguation (with standard errors).
Algorithm Type Training
dataset
Disambiguation
dataset
Evaluation
dataset
Splitting (%) Lumping (%)
Random forests Supervised OEtrain OEtest OEtest 2.09 (0.78) 1.26 (0.41)
Random forests Supervised OEtrain ALStest ALStest 0.00 (0.00) 0.80 (0.23)
Fleming et al. (2007) Unsupervised NA OEfull OEfull 13.50 0.68
Fleming et al. (2007) Unsupervised NA ALSfull ALSfull 19.82 0.00
Lai et al. (2009) Unsupervised NA OEfull OEfull 8.39 4.13
Lai et al. (2009) Unsupervised NA ALSfull ALSfull 9.16 6.79
Lai et al. (2009) posted results Unsupervised NA USPTOfull OEfull 9.18 0.76
Lai et al. (2009) posted results Unsupervised NA USPTOfull ALSfull 0.24 0.35
Lai et al. (2014) posted results Semi-supervised NA USPTOfull OEfull 2.49 0.39
Lai et al. (2014) posted results Semi-supervised NA USPTOfull ALSfull 0.35 0.04
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4. Evaluate the results with the splitting and lumping metrics
described in Section3.4.
5. Go back to step 1 until all 1000 iterations of this procedure have
been completed.
After applying this procedure to the OE and ALS datasets, we
are able to calculate empirical standard errors on the splitting and
lumping results for our random forests disambiguation algorithm,
shown in Table 17.
As we might expect, the standard errors for the ALS dataset
are very low, since this dataset is relatively easy to disambiguate,
meaning the algorithm consistently yields low error rates regard-
less in almost all iterations of the cross-validation procedure. For
theOEdataset, the standard errors arehigher, but not unexpectedly
so. Since the OE dataset contains more difﬁcult-to-disambiguate
inventors, iterations of the cross-validation procedure sometimes
randomly produce difﬁcult-to-disambiguate OEtesti datasets. This
can lead to abnormally high splitting and lumping error rates for
some iterations of the procedure, which can skew the standard
errors.
Appendix I. Disambiguating the full USPTO database
Disambiguating the full USPTO is a complex and long-term
research challenge for the ﬁeld, and not one that can be overcome
in a single paper alone. The collective solution to the USPTO is
very hard for a number of reasons, including creating or obtain-
ing appropriate training data as well as evaluating the outcomes
of the algorithm on further labeled data. Disambiguating the full
USPTO will require extensive resources. Google, for example, has
the entire Google Scholar team trying to solve a similar problem,
with the leverage and visibility of Google to get many inven-
tors and authors to manually curate (e.g. self-identify) their own
entries (e.g. patents and publications). (See https://medium.com/
backchannel/the-gentleman-who-made-scholar-d71289d9a82d.)
While it is possible to run our random forest algorithm trained
on OE on the full USPTO, we do not recommend using the disam-
biguated results that our current algorithm trained on OE would
produce if run on the full USPTO for a number of reasons:
1. The labeled OE and ALS datasets were not collected with the
intention of being training datasets for disambiguating the
full USPTO. The labeled datasets were collected for theoretical
studies within those speciﬁc industrial or institutional contexts.
In both cases, the datasets only match the inventors to their
patents within the ﬁeld (OE patents or life sciences patents,
respectively), and do not have information on patents the same
inventors may have ﬁled outside of the speciﬁc technical ﬁeld.
These datasets provide very good information on how to match
inventors to their patents in the same ﬁeld, but not very good
information on how to match inventors to any patents they may
have in other ﬁelds outside the industrial or institutional context
of focus.
2. We have not focused on optimizing a blocking mechanism to
minimize errors when disambiguating the full USPTO, as that
was not the focus or intent of our original paper. (See the
discussion of sources of error in Appendix G.) Other authors
(e.g. Lai et al. (2014)) have proposed solutions to this problem,
however.
3. Without additional labeled data, we are only able to evalu-
ate the algorithm on how well it performed at disambiguating
our labeled OE and ALS records. As many studies in our ﬁeld
are of speciﬁc industrial or institutional contexts (e.g. pharma-
ceuticals, semiconductors, optoelectronics, academics in the life
sciences, etc.), disambiguation of smaller subsets is an important
capability, especially in the context where disambiguation of
larger datasets such as the full USPTO may have limitations.
The best long-term research approach to disambiguating the
full USPTO is likely to be three-fold: (1) Increasing incentives for
scholars contributing to disambiguation to make their full code
and training data public so others can build on their work; (2)
Developing funding mechanisms for a project dedicated to col-
lecting representative, appropriately sized trainingdatawithuseful
features for disambiguation of the full USPTO (with the require-
ment that that training data subsequently be made public as is
done in this project); Finally (3), in parallel, developing a repository
where researchers, as they completed their individual industry- or
context-speciﬁc studies would describe (e.g. the collection mecha-
nisms and features of) and share their labeled data. This larger pool
of labeled data could then be used by the TIE ﬁeld and beyond to
support better disambiguation.
While we do not have a labeled dataset collected with the
intent of disambiguating the full USPTO and we have not opti-
mized a blocking scheme for disambiguating the full USPTO, we
do hope our paper points the way for further research leveraging
labeled training data and machine learning techniques to disam-
biguate both smaller datasets as well as the full USPTO. In the case
of smaller datasets, authors may choose to train on labeled data
available to thempersonally and speciﬁc to their industrial or insti-
tutional context. In the case of larger datasets (including the full
USPTO), future research may build on the framework presented in
our paper, including both further development of machine learn-
ing algorithms (including evaluating their performance in different
contexts and on different data set sizes against our own) and a
focused effort on collecting labeled data representative of the full
USPTO.
Finally, it is important to note when pursuing this future
research agenda that the most important metric to users of the
disambiguated data is the accuracy and sources of bias of the ﬁnal
IDs (e.g. matches) that they need to use to pursue their research
question. From this user perspective (in contrast to the perspective
of evaluating the algorithm), it does not matter which algorithm
was used or on what size data it was run – only how accurate the
ﬁnal results are in the speciﬁc category from which results will be
used. E.g., the user studying the optoelectronics industry only cares
how good the ﬁnal IDs are for inventors in optoelectronics. In this
context, all comparisons evaluating ﬁnal disambiguated results are
relevant, regardless of theunderlyingmeans of achieving them(e.g.
which algorithm on which size dataset).
Appendix J. Disambiguating the full USPTO database
We implemented our random forests inventor disambiguation
algorithm on the full USPTO database23 to further compare with
the full USPTO implementations of the Lai et al. (2009) and Lai
et al. (2014) algorithms. As discussed in Section3.3.3, the third
step of our disambiguation algorithm quantiﬁes the similarity of
23 Rather than scrape the full USPTO, we use the scraped and parsed USPTO data
providedonby Lai et al. (2011)without using the IDs they create for each inventor. In
runningour algorithmon this dataset, approximately 5%of the records inour labeled
optoelectronics dataset could not be identiﬁed in the Lai et al. (2011) database, likely
due to differences in formatting standards and/or differences in the dates at which
we originally scraped and parsed our optoelectronics data from the USPTO (as used
in the rest of this study) versus when Lai et al. (2011) scraped and parsed the full
USPTO data. For example, the Lai et al. (2011) database combines ﬁrst and middle
names into a single ﬁeld, while our database splits these. Differences in the dates at
which the databases were downloaded from the USPTO could affect which patent
information is included in the database, since patent classes and other labelschange
in the USPTO across time.
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Table 18
Evaluation of all algorithms on labeled inventor records from OE sub-samples.
Algorithm Type Training dataset Disambiguation dataset Evaluation dataset Splitting (%) Lumping (%)
Random Forests Supervised OEtrain OEtest OEtest 2.09 1.26
Random Forests Supervised OEtrain USPTOfull OEtest 2.31 1.64
Lai et al. (2009) Posted results Unsupervised NA USPTOfull OEfull 9.18 0.76
Lai et al. (2014) Posted results Semi-supervised NA USPTOfull OEfull 2.49 0.39
each pair of records within a given block (i.e. never across blocks).
Given that we only have labeled evaluation data available to us
for optoelectronics, once we block the records in the full USPTO
using the algorithm, and identify which of those blocks contain
optoelectronics inventors, we only need to run the third step of
our algorithm (quantifying the similarity of each pair) on those
blockswithoptoelectronic inventor records.Analyzingotherblocks
is unnecessary as they contain no optoelectronic records, andwith-
out additional labeled data, we have no way of verifying matches
for records that are not in optoelectronics. We ﬁnd that our ran-
dom forest algorithm run on the full USPTO, maintains error rates
within the standard errors reported in Table 18 for the same algo-
rithm implemented strictly on the OE subset. The results for our
algorithm implemented on the full USPTO is given in Table 18.
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